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Preface

This strategy presents a package of economic development plans that aim to tackle some of the 
labour market challenges brought about by the influx of Syrian refugees into northern Jordan.

It aims to boost business growth and employment through practical initiatives and by identifying 
key sectors that have the potential to provide suitable and income-generating job opportunities for 
Jordanians and Syrian refugees.

The strategy was conceived as a response to the need of the northern governorates of Irbid and 
Mafraq to address the impact of the Syria refugee crisis on Jordan's labour market. It follows a review 
of previous development strategies, national plans and policies, and aims to create approaches that 
are more oriented towards development in the most affected host communities in Jordan.
 
The initiative was led by the Local Economic Development Committee of Irbid, which is composed 
of government officials and employers' and workers' representatives, as well as academics and 
members of civil societies.

To Excel, a Jordanian socio-economic and development consultancy, developed the strategy. The 
key author of the strategy is Zeina Aqaileh from To Excel.

Special thanks go to Maha Kattaa, the International Labour Organization's Coordinator for the Syria 
Refugee Response in Jordan, and to Mary Kawar, Director of the ILO Office for Tanzania, Kenya, 
Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi, located in Dar es Salaam, for their support in the initial phase of 
drafting the strategies, as well as to Diana Al Akkad, ILO Administrative and Finance Assistant in 
Jordan, for her support throughout the process.
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Concept and Importance of Economic Development 1

Development in its general sense is a process oriented towards constructing a civilized social 
structure in which the local community affirms its identity, personality and creativity. In this sense, 
development is essentially based on:   
 

• The principle of effective and positive community participation, from planning and decision 
making, to execution and assuming responsibility, and finally benefitting from the revenues and 
programs of community development projects,

• Planning and employment of everyone's efforts for public interest, with a focus on the social sectors 
and groups that require capacity building, increased efficiency and improved circumstances. 

According to the World Bank definition, the process of local economic development aims to:

"Build economic capabilities in local areas to improve the economic quality and future 
for everyone, a process that engages the public and private sectors through project 
entrepreneurs and the civil society through their joint and integrative work, to create better 
circumstances to support economic growth and provide job opportunities".   

1 World Bank Group site, definition of sustainable development 
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1.2 Local Economic Development Strategy Goals in Irbid Governorate 

With the crisis in Syria entering its fifth year, the number of Syrians in Jordan has risen to 1.4 million, 
including 628,175 registered refugees in various parts of the Kingdom, according to the data of the 
UNHCR. A total of 240,250 are dispersed throughout Irbid Governorate, constituting 23.3% 2 of the 
total number of refugees in the Kingdom.

As a result, the burden on the Governorate has increased, notably in relation to the financial standing 
of the Governorate, due to increased government spending to provide for the needs of the refugees, 
as well as the increased negative economic effects of inflation, limited community resources and 
labour market competition. 

The impact on the labour market has been significant, especially in the host communities where 
unemployment rates increased to become higher than the Kingdom's national average. 

The work to develop the "Local Economic Development Strategy for Irbid Governorate" came 
as a response to the Governorate's need to address the impact on the labour market especially in 
the host communities as a result of the Syrian crisis. This included the main objectives:

1. Review all former development strategies, national plans and policies, from an employment 
perspective. 

2. Systematise approaches that are oriented towards developing the most affected host communities 
for the next three years to create job opportunities for them, increase their productivity, and 
ensure the growth of businesses in those communities, through a system of strategic directives 
and goals that are based on a clear vision.

3. Develop an executive plan for the following year with a number of initiatives aimed at unifying 
all local efforts represented by the local development committee at the Governorate level to fulfill 
the strategy, enhance its ability to adapt to the crisis and achieve sustainability. 

4. To create an approach to sustain the work of the local development committee to guarantee its 
continuity and guidance in matters relevant to development, especially the utilization of resources, 
and build partnerships.

2 Jordan Response to the Syrian Crisis Plan, Ministry of Planning and the UN, 2015, and UNHCR data.
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1.3  Development Methodology of the Local Economic Development Strategy
       for Irbid Governorate  

The development of the "Local Economic Development Strategy for Irbid Governorate" is 
based on an academic methodology that is used to create the vision, trends and strategic goals 
for the process of building the economic capacity of the local communities hosting Syrian refugees 
to better cope with the circumstances resulting from the effects of the labour market in those host 
communities, through focusing on the needs and expectations of those communities. These will be 
applied through a specific system of community operations and initiatives, will be communicated to 
all stakeholders to unify efforts and create opportunities for sustainable local economic development. 

The process of developing the "Local Economic Development Strategy" will depend on the following 
methodology:

  Collect all data and verify its validity and analysis 
 Review and analyze the content of the relevant national and local strategic planning documents  
 Meetings and discussions with the local development committee that consists of representatives 
of relevant institutions in the Governorate  

The phases of drafting the "Local Economic Development Strategy" consist of the following:

- Part One: Overview and analysis of the current economic situation of Irbid Governorate 

• Analysis of growth drivers in the Governorate 
  (economy, workforce, education, skills, business environment) 
• Analysis of the Syrian crisis impact on the growth drivers in the Governorate
• Study and select the main sectors that are in need of development to contribute to the achievement 

of the strategic goals
• Overview of opportunities and challenges for the select sectors  
  

- Part Two: Strategy Drafting

• Draft the vision, general trends and strategic pillars
• Design the logical framework matrix
• Draft the executive plan for the first year to describe the initiatives that must be implemented 

during the first year of the strategy 
• Link the plan's themes and strategic goals to the compatible national strategies 
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Figure (1): Framework of Methodology for Drafting Local Economic Development  
                  Strategy for Irbid Governorate 
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The phases of developing the "Local Economic Development Strategy" included referencing a 
number of data sources, most notably: 

• Data of the Department of Statistics, Ministry of Higher Education and 
Scientific Research, Vocational Training Institute 

• Development program of Irbid Governorate, Ministry of Planning and 
International Cooperation, 2013-2016 

• Jordanian Response to the Syrian Crisis Plan, Ministry of Planning and 
UN, 2015 

• Jordan's National Vision and Strategy 2025

• Report on the impact of the Syrian Crisis on the Labour Market in Jordan, 
ILO, 2014 

• Impact of Syrian Refugees on Jordanian Labour Market, ILO and FAFO, 
2015 

• Municipality Needs Assessment, UNDP, 2014 
• Impact of Syrian Refugee Crisis on Economic and Social Characteristics 

of Families in Host Jordanian Communities in Irbid and Mafraq 
Governorates, UNDP, 2013

• Review of Needs Assessment of Syrian Crisis Impact, Ministry of 
Planning and UN, 2013 

• Supply and Demand in the Irbid Labour Market, Dajani Consulting and 
USAID, 2009 

• Economic and Social Impact of Syrian Refugees in Jordan, Dr. Khaled Al 
Wazani, 2014

• Investment Map for Northern Governorates Project, Arab Planning 
Institute and Investment Commission, 2014 

• Syrian Crisis – Tracking and Addressing Impact on Sustainable Human 
Development in Jordan and Lebanon, Natalie Bosha, 2013  

• Economic and Social Impact of Syrian Refugee Crisis on Jordanian 
Economic, Economic and Social Council, Dr. Khaled Al Wazani, 2012 

Official entity 
data and reports 

ILO  reports

Reports of other 
international 
organizations

Other Reports 
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2.  Current Situation of Labour Market in Jordan  

2.1 Situation of Employment at the National Level  

Unemployment is considered the main problem of the economy and the Jordanian labour market, 
consistently remaining above 10% throughout the past decade, rising to 13.1% Kingdom-wide in 
2013. Additionally, Jordan faces a host of other challenges within the employment context, notably: 3

1. The Jordanian economy's inability to create annual work opportunities to address the problems 
of poverty and unemployment in Jordan;

2. The continued flow of migrant workers to the Jordanian labour market; 

3. The low rates of women's economic participation in the Jordanian labour market; 

4. The imbalance in the distribution of the labour force by sector, education and profession; 

5. The incompatibility between outputs of the educational and training systems and the actual 
labour market needs, which leads to rising rates of unemployment.

The Jordanian labour force was estimated in 2013 to be around 1.7 million individuals in the formal 
and informal sectors, and it is estimated that only 37.1% of the working age population in the Kingdom 
are economically active, while 62.9% of working age are not economically active. Upon gender 
disaggregation, it is found that 65% of the males are economically active, compared with only 15% 
of the females. In comparison, the rates in the MENA region are 76% for males and 27% for females, 
while international averages are 77% for males and 51% for females. 4 Moreover, the results of the 
Workforce and Unemployment Survey of 2013 revealed that around 49% of total Jordanian workers 
have an educational level below high school, while the unemployed are also concentrated in that 
group with a rate of 41.3%. The proportion of the unemployed with a BA degree and above came 
in second place at 39.8%. 5

The Jordanian labour market started receiving migrant workers in the early seventies in view of 
the labour market's need for workers in the sectors where Jordanians do not wish to work, such 
as agriculture, construction and services. With the passing of time, the flow of migrant workers to 
Jordan has accelerated until it reached a total of about 286,197 migrant workers with the end of 
2013, making up 19.8% of the total Jordanian workforce. 6 

3 Annual Report of the Ministry of Labour, 2013 
4 Jordan's National Vision and Strategy 2025
5 Ministry of Labour Annual Report, 2013 
6 Ministry of Labour Annual Report, 2013
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2.2  National Level Policy Framework 

The national level policy framework consists of an extensive list of strategies and policy reports 
developed over the decades. The results and outputs of a number of policies and reports were 
developed with an employment and Syrian crisis impact perspective, namely:

1- Jordan's Syrian Crisis Response Plan 
2- Jordan's National Vision and Strategy 2025

The key findings and outputs of those plans were: 

First: Jordan's Syrian Crisis Response Plan  

The drafting of the Jordanian response plan was facilitated by the UN and the framework of the 
produced by the Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation in early 2015. That plan drafted 
a number of interventions for the following three years geared towards:7 

1. Meeting the urgent needs of the Syrian refugees, vulnerable Jordanian groups and those 
affected by the crisis 

2. Government budget support to meet the additional financial commitments 

3. Improve government capacities for planning, programme development  and response 
coordination  in a flexible manner 

4. Enhance government capacities in the sectors of health, education, justice, water and sanitation 

5. Reform and enhance municipal services and infrastructure as a result of increases in demand 
in the affected sectors, specifically solid waste management, housing, environment, energy and 
transportation 

6. Increase opportunities of work and decent living, and enhancing the capacities of vulnerable 
Jordanian groups in adapting to the crisis 

7. Address social imbalances and strengthen the social fabric within the communities hosting 
Syrian refugees

7 Jordan's Syrian Crisis Response Plan, 2015
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The plan included sector response strategies for eleven sectors:

The sector response strategies identified for each sector a general goal and a specific budget to 
provide services to the refugees and enable host communities. The total requirements for Jordan's 
Syrian Crisis Response Plan amounted to approximately $3 billion US dollars.  

Considering the sectors and goals that may be cross-cutting with the local economic development 
strategy as part of the response plan, we found that the following subsidiary-goals for the sector 
on livelihood and food security are cross-cutting:

1- Create more and better job opportunities for the various groups, including women, men and 
youth to empower the communities hosting the Syrian refugees, at a cost of $29.3 million USD. 

2- Revive the local economy in the areas most affected by the crisis to provide sustainable and 
income generating job opportunities, with a budget of $17.5 million USD.

Among the initiatives that have been proposed for these subsidiary goals are:

• Create short-term job opportunities for Jordanian families affected in the host communities 

• Provide training courses for business and professional skills (industrial apprenticeships)
 
• Improve labour market management and compliance with national labour criteria, alongside the 

Ministry of Labour 

• Support the establishment and growth of micro, small and medium enterprises targeting vulnerable 
Jordanian families 

• Stimulate local economic development based on engagement and partnership between the public 
and private sectors 

• Support agriculture and livelihoods based on livestock through home-based agriculture, industrial 
manufacturing and marketing  

  

Education Energy Environment  Health

Justice Transportation Social protection Shelter

Local governance and 
municipal services 

Livelihoods and food 
security Water and sanitation
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First: Jordan's Syrian Crisis Response Plan  

Jordan's National Vision and Strategy 2025, launched in March 2015, were built around four main 
themes:

Society, Citizen, Government, Business

The strategic objectives of Jordan's National Vision and Strategy 2025 are linked to the local 
economic development strategy, and include: 

1. Developing the economic sectors and encouraging innovation, and devekoping tools to support 
priority sectors and added value. 

2. Encouraging development of small and medium enterprises, offering financial support and a 
favourable environment in which to develop, enhancing their role in the creation of job opportunities 
for youth through encouraging the spirit of entrepreneurship and innovation. 

3. Strengthen regulatory policies of the labour market, and focus on a qualified professional 
workforce to serve the process of gradual replacement of migrant workers, especially for youth, 
and encourage the entry of women in the labour market and increasing their participation through 
targeted programming. 

  
Jordan's National Vision and Strategy 2025 established a number of priority sectors for the process 
of encouraging economic growth and creating job opportunities for Jordanians, namely: 

Information technology and telecommunications, education, financial services, 
life sciences, construction and engineering, energy and renewable energy, tourism 
and conferences, transportation and logistics services, agricultural products with 
an added value, and humanitarian and logistical assistance.
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The Vision 2025 proposed a number of initiatives related to employment and the empowerment of 
citizens for employment purposes, including the following:

Employment 

Initiatives 

1. Build a skilled and motivated workforce armed with the necessary 
skills for the labour market 

2. Develop employment and vocational counseling services and 
change the work culture 

3. Make the migrant workforce a complementary workforce for the 
Jordanian workforce and not an alternative to it (specify migrant worker 
percentages, impose variable fees that are subject to amendment for 
work permits, create principles for granting visas and work permits, 
link training to employment and encourage partnerships between the 
sectors, and enhance monitoring of migrant workers)  

4. Support opportunities of training and employment for residents of 
impoverished, rural and low investment areas 

5. Development labour market information 

6. Reduce informal workers through raising awareness and encouraging 
movement to the formal sector 

Citizen 

Empowerment 

Initiatives for 

Employment 

Purposes 

1. Significant expansion of vocational training 

2. Make the vacant jobs market more transparent 

3. Expand vocational counseling services at universities, schools and 
labour directorates 

4. Continue to organize employment exhibitions and days 

5. Institutionalize partnerships with institutions representing the sectors 
to assume their responsibility in contributing to limiting unemployment 
through establishing units that undertake these duties. 
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2.3 Local Implementation of Policy Frameworks  

The success of any strategic initiative depends on it being rooted in an institutional structure 
that enables success, in a manner that guarantees coordination, implementation, and continued 
implementation of the resulting policies. 

The local implementation of policies in Jordan (institutional framework) is currently represented by 
a methodology for the preparation of development programs for the governorates, usually under 
the supervision of a national team of secretary generals of ministries and a number of institutions, 
in addition to a local team consisting of members of the advisory councils, executive councils, civil 
society organizations, the private sector, and municipal councils. There is also a special action 
team for liaison officers from all ministries and government institutions and the technical team of the 
Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation.8

In spite of the focus on the decentralization approach as a main theme of the Jordan Vision and 
Strategy 2025, within the priority initiatives of the Jordanian government as part of the framework 
of empowering local communities and engaging them in making development decisions relevant to 
them, and creating an initiative to draft a strategy and national plan to implement the Decentralization 
Law applications and the ensuing reforms in case it is passed 9, the Decentralization Law is still the 
subject of discussions in Parliament (as a primary copy) and has not been passed yet.

In the event the Decentralization Law is passed, it is expected that the powers, responsibilities 
and resources related to administrative, development and service affairs of a local nature will be 
delegated, transferred and redistributed. This would be in addition to enhancing the institutionalization 
of popular engagement in identifying needs and arranging priorities to enable citizens to participate 
in the decision making process and create the necessary plans to be implemented, followed up and 
assessed, in addition to create mechanisms to entrench principles of transparency, accountability 
and justice.10

8 Irbid Governorate Development Program, 2013 - 2016
9 Jordan Vision and Strategy 2025 
10 Decentralization Project in the Governorates, 2009, Prime Ministry
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Part One: Overview and Analysis of Irbid Governorate Economic Reality 

Irbid is characterized by being the second largest governorate in Jordan in terms of population, 
after the capital Amman, and it is the largest of the northern governorates. According to the data 
from the Department of Statistics, its population totaled 1.137 million persons, or 17.8% of the total 
population in the country. Around 59% of the Governorate's population ranges in age between 15 
and 64 years of age, with around 38% below 15. Females constitute about 52% of the Governorate's 
population.  The table below reflects the main population indicators compared with the general level 
in the Kingdom: 

Table (1): Irbid Governorate Population Indicators in 2013 

Source: Statistics Department 

The following section will give an overview of the change to the population in the governorate as 
a result of the Syrian crisis and the distribution of the Syrian refugees among the Governorate's 
municipalities.  

 65+
years

 15-64
years

 Below 15
years

Population
 density

 Area
(km)

 Dependency
Ratio

 Population
SizeAdminstrative Division

3.460.136.51951.2235.866.3460090 Qasabit Irbid Prov.

2.558.339.2487.0274.571.6133690 Ramtha Prov.

3.255.641.2624.8178.579.8111530 Koura Prov.

3.959.536.6370.0252.96893580Bani Kinana Prov.

3.456.839.8423.6246.476.1104370 Northern Aghwar Prov.

3.660.336.1608.3188.465.9114610 Bani Obeid Prov.

3.658.138.3627.686.272.354100Northern Mazar Prov.

3.656.539.9561.963.57735680Taibah Prov.

3.75838.3643.045.872.529450 Wasatieh Prov.

3.358.937.8723.41571.869.91137100Governorate

3.359.437.371.988793.568.26388000Kingdom
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3. Growth Drivers in Irbid Governorate 

3.1  Economy 

3.1.1  Economic Statistics 11

This part aims to give an overview of the economic situation of Irbid Governorate, in addition to the 
main development characteristics and challenges faced, in comparison to the national average:

1. Poverty Indicators: 

- The poverty of the Governorate, at 15%, exceeds the general poverty level in the Kingdom, which 
stands at 14.4%. The Governorate has 3 poverty pockets: Koura Province, Northern Mazar 
Province, and Northern Shouneh Province.  

2. Inflation Indicators:

- The Governorate's inflation rate of 5.2% exceeded the general inflation rate in the Kingdom of 
4.77%. 

3. Income and Family Spending Indicators: 

- The percentage of middle class families in the Governorate, at 28.3%, is lower than the national 
average of 41%. The average family size is 5.5, while the average annual family income in the 
Governorate is 7877 JD compared with the Kingdom's average of 8824 JD. 

- The annual family spending average in the Kingdom is 8639 JD, which is lower than the general 
average of the Kingdom of 9626 JD. The analysis of family spending trends indicates the following 
spending trends: 

• 36% on food items 
• 24% on housing and its accessories 
• 18% on transportation 
• 22% on clothing, shoes, tobacco and cigarettes 
• 6% on education and healthcare

4. Business Environment Indicators: 

- Irbid is the second governorate after Amman in terms of the number of economic enterprises in 
operation, with a contribution rate of up to 71% of the total economic enterprises in operation in 
the north, and a rate of about 16.7% Kingdom-wide.

- Irbid Governorate has the second largest industrial city in the Kingdom in terms of the volume of 
investment, which is Al Hasan Industrial City, which created 40,000 job opportunities through 617 
operating companies. 

  
 11  Irbid Governorate Development Program, Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation, 2013 - 2016
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5. Natural Resources Indicators: 

The Governorate enjoys a number of natural resources, such as valleys, springs, fertile plains and 
a diverse climate. These natural characteristics make Irbid Governorate one of the most important 
agricultural areas in Jordan in terms of the amount of cultivated land, constituting 11% of the total 
cultivated land in the country. The area is also characterized specifically by olive and fruit trees, 
representing around 20% of the total cultivated land in Jordan. The Governorate has a number of 
archeological sites, such as Um Qais, Tabaqet Fahel, and mineral baths. 12.    

- Irbid has no less than 1,050 square dunums of arable lands which may be used to increase 
agricultural investment and provide many production inputs for the food industries sector. 13

- The Governorate comes in first place in terms of olive production, at a rate of 52% of the production 
of the northern governorates, which grants a relative advantage in the production of all goods 
that use olives or olive oil. The Governorate enjoys about 10% of the livestock in the Kingdom. 14 

- The Governorate is considered poor in terms of tourism, as it houses only 0.2 – 0.4% of the 
tourism groups and accommodation nights. The Governorate has no more than 5 classified 
hotels and 140 rooms.15

12 Northern Governorates Investment Map Project, Arab Planning Center, 2014 
13 Northern Governorates Investment Map Project, Arab Planning Center, 2014
14 Northern Governorates Investment Map Project, Arab Planning Center, 2014
15 Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities
16 Jordan's Syrian Crisis Response Plan, Ministry of Planning and UN, 2015 and UNHCR data

3.1.2 Syrian Crisis Impact

With the crisis in Syria entering its fifth year, the number of Syrians 
in Jordan rose to 1.4 million, including 628,175 registered refugees 
in various parts of the Kingdom as part of the data of the UNHCR. 
A total of 240,250 dispersed in various parts of Irbid Governorate, 
constituting 23.3% of the total refugees in the Kingdom, which is 
the highest percentage after the capital 16, (this does not include the 
number of Syrian refugees inside Zaatari camp or unregistered 
refugees). A large number of refugees are classified as extremely 
vulnerable, represented by women and children below 5 years of 
age.  The fulfillment of the needs of these refugees significantly 
impacts the general financial circumstances in the Governorate, as 
a result of increased government spending, in addition to increased 
negative economic effects, including inflation, limited community 
resources, and competition in the labour market. A study of the distribution of Syrian refugees in the 
municipalities of the Governorate, as in the table below, reveals they are significantly centered in the 
municipalities of Greater Irbid, New Ramtha, Horan Plains, and West Irbid, among others.  

Distribution of Syrian Refugees in the Governorates
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Table (2): Statistics on the Population and Syrians in Irbid Governorate Municipalities in 2013  

Source: Local Development Unit 

 % of Population Population of
 SyriansPopulation SizeMunicipality

23%120,000520,000Greater Irbid

17%10,00060,000West Irbid

40%40,000100,000New Ramtha

33%15,00045,000Horan Plains

11%6,00055,000New Mazar

25%4,00016,000New Yarmouk

22%4,00018,000Shula

23%8,00035,000Al Kafarat

27%4,00015,000Al Saro

5%1,50030,000Khaled bin al Waleed

6%2,70045,000Barqash

11%2,00018,000Rabiet al Koura

9%6,00065,000New Dier Abi Saeed

13%5,00040,000Sharhabeen bin Hasna

4%1,80045,000 Muath bin Jabal

3%1,25042,000Tabagat Fahel

57%4,0007,000New Taibeh

16%5,00029,450Wasatieh
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The following points shed light on the economic impact of the flow of Syrian refugees on the 
Governorate: 

- Impact on financial deficit, subsidies and debt:

• The level of the financial deficit in municipality budgets has escalated as a result of the crisis, 
reaching 83% in Tabaqat Fahel Municipality, 82% in Deir Abi Saeed and in 77% Greater Irbid. 17

• Accordingly, municipality debt increased to 19.4 million JD in Greater Irbid Municipality, 2.5 million 
JD in New Ramtha Municipality and 1.8 million in Deir Abi Saeed Municipality.18

- Impact on inflation:

• Increased inflation rates as a result of increasing demand on various goods and services to about 
6.45%. 19

• As a result of rising prices and cost of living for citizens, income levels have been eroded and 
standards of living have visibly decreased. Income levels decreased for 35.5% of families in 
Irbid.20

• The crisis has led to changes in family spending trends, with spending on food items increasing 
from 36% to 50% and on housing and its annexes from 24 to 30% of household income. 21 

- Impact on exports and imports:

• Irbid lost main trade lines due to the Syrian crisis, and exports to Syria have decreased by 43% 
during the past few months. Moreover, imports from Syria increased which damaged the trade 
balance.  22 

- Impact on poverty problem:

• The presence of refugees in the Governorate constituted a challenge to the poverty levels in terms 
of competition for financial resources that were directed to impoverished classes through various 
aid mechanisms. Competition due to the Syrian issue prompted many to direct their assistance 
to the newcomers at the expense of the pre-existing impoverished classes in the Governorate. 23

- Other:

• The impact on the economic climate of families becomes apparent through the increase in the 
value of loans and debts for families who were forced to borrow to fulfill the requirements of 
their daily life, particularly consumable goods. The proportion of debts in excess of 5000 JD has 
doubled, and the percentages of families with debt in Ramtha increased to 35%, in Northern 
Shouneh increased to 8% and in Bani Obeid to 5%.  24

17 Municipality Needs Assessment Report, UNDP, 2014
18 Municipality Needs Assessment Report, UNDP, 2014
19 Syrian Refugee Crisis Impact on Socio-Economic Characteristics of Families in Host Jordanian Communities in Irbid and Mafraq 

Governorates, UNDP, 2013 
20 Syrian Refugee Crisis Impact on Socio-Economic Characteristics of Families in Host Jordanian Communities in Irbid and Mafraq 

Governorates, UNDP, 2013
21 Syrian Crisis – Tracking and Address Impact on Sustainable Human Development in Jordan and Lebanon, Natalie Bosha, 2013 
22 Needs Assessment Review for the Syrian Crisis Impact on Jordan, Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation and UN, 2013 
23 Socio-Economic Impact of Syrian Refugee Crisis on the Jordanian Economy, Social and Economic Council, Dr. Khaled Al Wazani, 

2012 
24 Syrian Refugee Crisis Impact on Socio-Economic Characteristics of Families in Host Jordanian Communities in Irbid and Mafraq 

Governorates, UNDP, 2013
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3.2 Business and Economic Enterprises  

3.2.1 Demand in the Labour Market 

To understand the nature of demand for workers in the Irbid labour market, the statistics of the 
business sector in the Governorate must be presented. The sector is generally characterized by 
diversity, and most businesses are small with a small capital. Enterprises with a capital less than 
5000 JD constitute about 50% 25 of the total enterprises operating in Irbid. The following indicators 
address the most notable statistics:

• Enterprises by Economic Activity 26 

-  Irbid is the second governorate after Amman in terms of number of operating economic enterprises 
at a contribution rate of 71% of the total economic enterprises operating in the north, and about 
16.7% at the Kingdom's level. 27

- The number of economic enterprises operating in the Kingdom totaled 27,655 enterprises in 
2011, distributed by sector as follows, and where:

- Enterprises operating in commercial and industrial activities constituted about 80% of the total 
enterprises in the Governorate. 

Figure (9): Distribution of enterprises operating in Irbid Governorate by Economic Activity in 2011

25 Northern Governorates Investment Map Project, Arab Planning Institute and Investment Board, 2014 
26 General Census of Economic Enterprises, Statistics Department, 2011
27 Northern Governorates Investment Map Project, Arab Planning Institute and Investment Board, 2014
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- Commercial activities included:

 Retail and sale processes in food, drink and tobacco 
 Followed by shops selling clothing, shoes and leather products 
 Then computer and furniture shops 
 Wholesale and retail commerce, and vehicle and motorcycle repairs also constituted a good 
percentage

- As for industrial activities, they were: 28 

  Food industries came in first place in terms of number of industrial enterprises, with about 
26.4% share

 Metal industries came in second place in terms of number of industrial enterprises, with about 
22.1% share

 Non-metal industries (such as glass and goods produced of concrete and cement) in third place 
of number of industrial enterprises, with about 14.6%

 Furniture, clothing and wood industries in the following places with 13.4%, 9.3% and 5% share 
respectively 

- Tourism enterprises including hotels and restaurants constituted about 3.88% of the total 
enterprises in the Governorate, followed by educational and health enterprises with 2.19% and 
1.62% respectively.  

- Transport activities, including land transport of passengers and goods constituted the highest 
percentage compared with the other governorates with the exception of the Capital, however, it 
only constituted about 61% of the total operating enterprises in the Governorate. The same applies 
to the construction and real estate sector, with construction activities, including buildings and 
their finishing, plumbing and air conditioning systems, constituting the highest percentages 
compared with the remaining governorates with the exception of the capital and Zarqa, however 
they only constituted about 1.16% of the total operating enterprises in Irbid Governorate.

28 General Census of Economic Enterprises, Statistics Department, 2011
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• Workers by Economic Activity 29 

- The findings from 2013 issued by the Department of Statistics indicated that the Jordanian workers 
in Irbid Governorate are focused on specific activities. The public sector in the Governorate 
maintains the highest percentage of the workforce, totalling 34.3%, following by the education 
sector at 14.7%, the commercial sector, at 13.2% and the transport sector at 7.2%, as indicated:  

- The contribution of some productive sectors that generate job opportunities, such as tourism and 
agriculture, did not exceed 4.5%, while the health and social services sector did not exceed 4.7% 
of the total number of Jordanian workers in the Governorate.  

- Additionally, it is noteworthy that according to the IMP, the informal sector constitutes 26% of 
the Jordanian economy, placing it around the center of the Arab countries, and unemployment a 
main contributing factor to this level. It is expected that the highest contribution by the information 
sector will be to the sectors that contain the largest number of SMEs. 30

Figure (10): Distribution of Percentage of Jordanian Workers in Irbid Governorate by Economic Activity in 
2011 and 2013

29 Irbid Governorate Development Program, Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation, 2013 - 2016
30 Panoramic Study of the Information Sector in Jordan, UNDP, 2012
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• New Job Opportunities 31 

- Findings in relation to the creation of new job opportunities by the Ministry of Labour in Irbid 
Governorate indicated that the Governorate came in second place among the governorates in 
the number of new job opportunities, totalling 6102 opportunities created, a percentage of 12.7% 
of the total job opportunities created in the Kingdom.

- These opportunities included a number of jobs for legislators, directors, specialists and desk 
employees, and were concentrated in the following activities:

  General administration and defense, around 31.2% 
  Commerce, around 22% 
  Industry, about 13.1% and health, around 9.3%

3.2.2 Syrian Crisis Impact 

The Syrians have recently begun establishing their own private investment businesses, in the 
industry, commerce, agriculture or real estate sectors. Their investment rates of the total Arab 
investment in Jordan at the end of 2013 were as follows: 32 

  40% in the industry sector 
  38% in the commercial sector 
  20% in the agricultural sector 
  2.5% in the real estate sector 

 

31 Ministry of Labour Annual Report, 2013 
32 Socio-Economic Impact of Syrian Refugees in Jordan, Dr. Khaled Al Wazani, 2014 
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3.3 Workforce 

3.3.1 Employment Statistics 

The estimated number of workers in the Governorate is estimated at about 252,683 individuals 
in 2013, or 27.7% of the total population. The level of unemployment stood at 39,642 individuals 
in the same year, standing at 13.6% in 2013, registering one of the highest rates compared to 
other governorates and the Kingdom's average as indicated in the table and figure below. The 
unemployment rate among females in the Governorate stood in at 28.1%, which is around double 
the unemployment rate for males at 10.6%.  

Table (3): Irbid Governorate Labour Market Statistics for 2008-2013

Figure (2): Irbid Governorate Unemployment Rate Compared with Kingdom Average and Other 
Governorate in 2013  

Source: Statistics Department 

Sources: Statistics Department

201320122011201020092008

  292,325  251,106  253,227  251,430250,840244,946No. of Economically Active

  252,683  221,297  221,175  220,831216,054206,103No. of Employees

  190,291  188,930  189,623187,347178,859Male

  31,006  32,245  31,20828,70727,244Female

  39,642  29,809  32,053  30,59934,78638,842Number of Unemployed

  21,639  22,518  19,58522,53725,740Male

  8,170  9,535  11,01412,24913,102Female

13.6%11.9%12.7%12.2%13.9%15.9%Unemployment Rate

Unemployment Rate 
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A study of the relative distribution of workers in the Governorate by sector, and based on the Statistics 
Department data for 2013, reveals:

Figure (3): Percentage of Workforce by Sector in Irbid Governorate  

Percentage of Workforce by Sector
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• The public sector in the Governorate continues to make up the highest percentage of the 
workforce, at 34.3%, followed by the education sector at 14.7%, the commerce sector at 13.2%, 
the transport sector at 7.2% and the health and social service sector at 4.7%. 

• As the public sector employs the highest percentage of the workforce, this increases the salary 
allocations in the Governorate, where the average public sector employee salaries constitute 
about 65% of the budget allocated for the Governorate. In some municipalities it rises to 88% of 
the total budget of the municipality, as in the case of Shula Municipality and 75% in New Mazar 
Municipality. 33

• In spite of the conducive natural circumstances (fertile land, water availability and diverse climate) 
the agricultural sector employs only 2.7% of total workers in the Governorate. The same applies 
to the tourism sector, where the number of workers constitutes about 1.7% of the total in the 
Governorate. 

• The contribution of some productive sectors that generate job opportunities, like tourism and 
agriculture, does not exceed 4.5%. 

• Additionally, the number of job applications to the Civil Service Bureau from the Governorate 
totaled about 56,455 individuals, or 5.2% of the population, while the number appointed from 
among them did not exceed 3.2%. 34

• The Governorate also has 30,043 migrant workers constituting about 10.7% of the total migrant 
workforce in the Kingdom. This is a very high percentage compared with the other governorates, 
constituting 13.6% of the number of workers in the Governorate in 2012, including about 9,966 
in transformational industries and 8,750 in the agriculture sector. 35

Additionally, a field survey conducted by UNDP in 2013 to assist in understanding the needs of the 
Irbid Governorate community indicated the following results:  
 

• Willingness and desire to work: An examination of the willingness of the unemployed to work 
if an appropriate job opportunity is found revealed that 15.7% are willing to do so (the highest 
percentage was 20% in Bani Obeid, whilst the lowest was 9.2% in Ramtha). 

• Attempts to search for work: The percentage of individuals looking for work was 84.6% (the 
highest rate was 94.7% in Northern Mazar, and the lowest was 77.1% in Ramtha). 

• Main reasons for not searching for work: The most commonly cited reason was not being able 
finding a good job, followed by:

 Believing that there is no work available
 Being tired of looking for work 
 Lack of academic qualifications 
 Not knowing how to search for/access work opportunities

33 Municipality Needs Assessment Report, UNDP, 2014
34 Irbid Governorate Development Program, Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation, 2013 - 2016
35 Irbid Governorate Development Program, Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation, 2013 - 2016
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36 Municipality Needs Assessment Report, UNDP 2014
37 Municipality Needs Assessment Report, UNDP 2014

3.3.2 Impact of the Syrian Crisis  

The labour market in Irbid Governorate was affected by the ongoing flow of Syrian refuges with the 
start of the crisis in March 2011. This escalated the unemployment problem in the Governorate, as 
the Syrian workers are taking over a number of job opportunities, which led to competition with the 
local workforce as indicated in the following table:    

Table (4): Irbid Governorate Labour Market Statistics for 2013 

 Unemployment
Rate No. of UnemployedNo. of Workers No. of Economicaly

 Active

13.6%39,642252,683292,325Jordanians

64.8%23,11212,57835,690Syrian Refugees

Source: Report on the Impact of the Syrian Refugee Crisis on Labour Market in Jordan, ILO, 2014

The labour market in the Governorate has come to face a host of challenges, namely:
 
  Employment of refugees, their acceptance of relatively low wages, and increased competition 

   between them and the local residents for a number of professions: : 36

The Syrian workforce is characterized by being: 

- Less expensive than other migrant labour
- A good competitor in many professions in view of their higher skill level
- A good competitor in craft professions 
 

The spread of the Syrian workforce in Irbid Governorate has become apparent in: 

- Professions: crafts and trade 

- Sectors: SMEs, followed by the areas that offer commercial goods and services such as 
restaurants, cafes, grocery stores, bakeries, car wash stations and clothing stores, and then the 
construction and crafts sector, according to the sample targeted in the study 37, as outlined in the 
figure below. 
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Figure (4): Economic Activities / Sectors Impacted in Irbid Governorate 

Source: Municipality Needs Assessment Report, UNDP 

Economic Activities 

Based on the study "Impact of the Syrian Refugees on the Jordanian Labour Market" by the ILO 
and the Norwegian FAFO foundation specialized in research of this nature, the following findings 
emerged: 38 

- The percentage of Syrian refugees with work permits did not exceed 10% of total working 
refugees, which means that the majority of refugees work in the informal sector and thus are 
outside the scope of the Jordanian Labour Law, which leads to:

 Decline in wages 
 Increased working hours 
 Deteriorating working conditions (such as non-contractual labour) 
 Increased child labour 

 
- The percentage of Syrian refugees receiving wages below 199 JD per month constituted 44% 

of the total employed refugees, compared with 15% of working Jordanians who receive these 
wages. 

- The working Jordanians in the host communities remain concentrated in the same economic 
activities as they were at the start of the Syrian crisis, including general administration and 
defense, commerce, education, industry or transport and storage.

- There was a significant increase in the percentage of working Syrian refugees in the construction 
sector between 2011 and 2014, and a decrease in the agricultural sector when compared to the 
start of the crisis. The Syrian refugees have forced out  a small percentage of the Jordanians 
working in these two sectors (construction and agriculture). 

- The percentage of Syrian refugees working in the trade sector significantly increased, reaching 
23% of the total refugees, which imposes further difficulties for Jordanians searching for work in 
that sector.

38 Impact of the Syrian Refugees on the Jordanian Labour Market Report, ILO and FAFO, 2015
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39 Review of the Needs Assessment of the Syrian Crisis Impact on Jordan, Ministry of Planning and International 
Cooperation and UN, 2013 

Table (8): Distribution of Workers by Economic Activity for Host Communities and Syrian Refugees 

Syrian RefugeesHost Communities

2014

Syrian Refugees Host Communities

2011

Construction General Administration
 and DefenceCommerce General Administration

 and Defence

CommerceCommerceConstructionCommerce

IndustryIndustryIndustryEducation

 Food and
 Accommodation ServicesEducationAgricultureIndustry

 Agriculture  Transport and
 Storage Transport and Storage Transport and Storage

Source: Impact of the Syrian Refugees on the Jordanian Labour Market Report

Thus, the working Syrian refugees took up a large percentage of craft professions as well as sales 
and services professions inside the host communities.

It is expected that the lowering of wages in the labour market will lead to: 39

- Increased job exploitation 
- Regressing work standards 
- Increased child labour 
- Inflated poverty rates

The study "Syrian Refugee Impact on the Jordanian Labour Market" offered a number of 
recommendations in this regard, namely:

- To organize the informal sector and reduce employment in this sector 
- To encourage the private sector to employ refugees in the sectors that currently allow migrant 

workers to participate 
- To highlight realistic strategies (scenarios) to develop the Jordanian labour market to become the 

basis of any national employment strategy
- To provide short-term job opportunities to support assistance activities and coordinate measures 

between the international community and the government 
- To link with the National Employment Strategy 
- To encourage enrollment in schools among Syrian children and caregivers
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Thus, the impact of the Syrian crisis on the Jordanian labour market can be summarized as follows:  
40

Loss of job 
opportunities by 

Jordanians in jobs 
requiring low skills

Increased 
unemployment 

and competition for 
available jobs 

General 
deterioration in 

work circumstances

Future threats 
of labour market 

competition

Aspects of Syrian Crisis Impact 
on Jordanian Labour Market 

3.4  Education and Skills

3.4.1 Supply in the Labour Market

The size and capacity of human capital is a key component of development in any area, and university 
graduates constitute an essential part of the educational process outputs, and are in urgent need 
to supply the labour market with human resources that are qualified for work. Graduates represent 
an important element in the supply aspect for the labour market. The Irbid Governorate has the 
following aspects:

• University Graduate Statistics:

Irbid Governorate earned a good reputation in university education outputs, represented by high 
graduate numbers from its universities with BA and graduate study degrees. The table below outlines 
the increase in the number of BA graduates from the universities in Irbid Governorate for the years 
2006-2013. The % of BA graduates from Irbid's residents constituted about 58% 41 of the total BA 
graduates of those universities, which is considered a relatively high rate.

40 Syrian Refugee Impact on the Jordanian Labour Market, ILO and FAFO, 2015
41 Supply and Demand in the Irbid Labour Market Report, USAID, 2009
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Table (5): Number of BA Graduates from Irbid Governorate Universities 2006 - 2013   

Table (6): Number of Graduate Study Graduates from Irbid Governorate Universities 2006-2013  

2012-132011-122010-112009-102008-092007-082006-07Universities

5028535253265534476940033594Yarmouk University

3612355243483339314529512871 University of Science
and Technology

92311041191955851746758 Irbid Private
 University

715484124838    Jadara University

1027810492121139866876477007223 Total

58%58%58%58%60%58%57% % of Graduates
Resident in Irbid

2012-132011-122010-112009-102008-092007-082006-07DegreeUniversities

393708705885564242255
 Higher and
 Vocational

Diploma
 Yarmouk
University 9871038913820784748710MA

21518615017715312878PhD

247544444332
 Higher and
 Vocational

Diploma
 University of
 Science and
Technology

264364347321317312325MA

0010000PhD

Source: Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research Statistics

Source: Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research Statistics 

Graduates mainly attended Yarmouk University and the University Science and Technology, and 
were divided among higher and vocational diplomas, MA and PhD degrees, as outlined in the figures 
in the following table:
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The percentage of graduate study graduates from among the Irbid residents increased from all 
degrees, including higher and vocational diploma, MA and PhD degrees, and exceeded 50% of the 
total graduates, as outlined in the following figure:

The specializations of Irbid university graduates for the BA level in 2012 – 2013 were distributed 
as follows:

- Graduates of the Business Faculty constituted the highest percentage in the Irbid Governorate 
universities, 18.3% of the total graduates, followed by Humanities and Religious Sciences, 15.8%, 
Engineering faculties, 12.2%, and Support Medical Sciences, 9.9% of the total graduates. 

- Graduates of the Veterinary Medicine faculties in the Irbid Governorate universities constituted 
the lowest percentage at 0.3% of the total graduates, preceded Service Profession Faculties, 
0.7%, Architectural Engineering and City Planning faculties, 1.0%, and Popular Communication 
and Documentation, 1.4% of the total graduates.

% of Irbid Resident Graduate Study Graduates from Total Graduate Study 
Graduates of Irbid Universities 

Figure (5): Graduating Student Specializations from Irbid universities for the BA Level 2012-2013 

Source: Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research Statistic 
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• Community College Graduate Statistics:

The number of students enrolled in community colleges in Irbid Governorate in the past years 
fluctuated, but decreased from 5,150 students enrolled in 2010 to 4,302 students in the school year 
2012/2013. The percentage of graduates of those faculties constituted 48.89%.  

Table (7): Number of Students Enrolled in Irbid Governorate Community Colleges in 2010-2012

201220112010Community Colleges

157124052038Irbid College

332298Medical Profesional Support

8778361894Al Huson Engineering College

1338Ibn Khaldoun College

1262675437Gharnate College

592351445Nusaibah Mazinieh College

430246125150Total

Source: Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research Statistics

The specializations of community college graduates in Irbid for the BA level in the past years were 
distributed as follows: 

- Graduates of the Nursing program constituted the highest percentage, at 20.76% of the total 
graduates, followed by Information Management Systems programs at 8.02%, and Accounting 
programs at 5.73% of the total graduates. 

- Graduates of the Secretarial programs constituted the lowest percentage at 0.02% of the total 
graduates, with the Labouratory program at 0.14%, and Petrochemical Industry programs at 
0.19% of total graduates.  
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 Figure (6): Specializations of Community College Graduates in Irbid in Past Years  

Source: Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research Statistics 

• Vocational Training Center Graduates Statistics:

Despite the high number of graduates of VTCs in Irbid Governorate between 2008 and 2012, with 
the number increasing from 759 graduates in 2008 to 866 in 2012, the uptake of apprenticeship is 
still very low at 2%, compared with 4% Kingdom wide. There is still weak demand for VTC program. 

There was a notable decrease in the number of female graduates of the Irbid VTC, with graduates 
totaling 94 in 2012 compared with 18 in 2008. 
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Figure (7): VTC specializations in Irbid in past years 

Source: Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research 

Table (8): Number of VTC Graduates in Irbid Governorate 2006-2012

2012200820072006VTCs

40185100111IT Training Centre

434166297271Hikma VTC

1079311695Ramtha VTC

191126266143Mashare VTC

94189335131Irbid VTC (females)

8667591114751 Total

Source: Ministry of Education and Scientific Research Statistics

The specializations of VTCs in Irbid for the past years were distributed as follows:

- IT program graduates constituted the highest percentage at 23.15% of the total graduates, 
followed by Personal Service programs at 21.02% and Machinery and Vehicle Maintenance at 
17.46% of the total graduates.

- The graduates of Tourism, Petrochemical and Handicraft programs constituted the lowest 
percentage, at almost 0%, followed by electronics and electricity programs at very low rates. 
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3.4.2 Syrian Crisis Impact 
 
The recent study by the ILO and FAFO revealed that in view of the educational level of Syrian 
refugees outside the camps, detailed in the figure below, the majority (49%) have only reached 
primary education, while the percentage having achieved secondary education or vocational 
training was 10%, and the percentage of university graduates or community college graduates 
did not exceed 5%.42

 
This indicates a significant weakness in the education level of Syrian refugees, especially when 
compared with the educational level of the host communities, as outlined in the figure below. In 
spite of this, they were able to compete in the labour market and obtain job opportunities in those 
communities, which also reflects on the availability of a number of job opportunities in the host 
communities that require simple skills at relatively low wages.

42 Impact of Syrian Refugees on the Jordanian Labour Market Report, ILO and FAFO, 2015

 Figure (8): Educational Level of Syrian Refugees Compared with Educational Level of Host 
Community Members

Source: Syrian Refugee Impact on the Jordanian Market Report, ILO and FAFO 
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43 Basic Concepts on Nature of Investment, Dr. Ihab Maqableh 

4. Priority Development Sectors in Irbid Governorate

4.1 Sector Selection Criteria 
 
This section aims to identify priority development sectors in Irbid Governorate which are able to 
attract an increased number of local workers from the communities hosting Syrian refugees, create 
job opportunities for them and contribute to fulfilling the strategic goals of economic development for 
the Governorate at large, and specifically for the host communities affected by refugee influx.

The priority sector selection criteria were drafted in view of the following methods:

1- Calculating the employment resettlement coefficient index 
2- Examination of the average growth of economic sectors and the rate of their contribution to the GDP 
3- Feedback from the local development committee members in the Governorate 

Method (1): Calculating the employment resettlement coefficient index  

The following indicators are considered relevant in the selection of priority sectors:

1- Economic sectors/activities with the highest percentage of workers 
2- Economic sectors/activities generating job opportunities and able to attract workers 

These are relied upon to calculate the "employment resettlement coefficient", which is: 43

The coefficient that shows the extent economic activity is centered in this area to be 
analyzed, and is the activity considered most attractive or repellent for workers. It can be 
measured based on the following formula:

Employment resettlement coefficient in a particular economic sector/activity =  

No. of workers in the sector in the governorate    ÷   No. of workers in the sector in the Kingdom 
                   

Total number of workers in the governorate   Number of workers in the Kingdom 

• If the employment resettlement coefficient is < 1 the economic sector/activity is attractive for 
workers and can accommodate more

• If the employment resettlement coefficient is > 1 the economic sector/activity is repellent for 
workers and can accommodate more  

Method (2) Study the average growth of economic sectors and the rate of their 
                   contribution to the GDP 

Growth rates of the economic sectors, calculated based on the GDP and the personal income of 
individuals, as well as investment rates, to determine if they are increasing, decreasing, or steady 
compared with former years, are an indicator for the selection of priority sector, in addition to the 
contribution of those sectors to the GDP.      
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4.2 Sectors Selected for Socio-Economic Development Strategy 

According to Method (1): Calculating the Employment Resettlement Coefficient  

Based on the criteria selected, represented by calculating the "Employment Resettlement Coefficient", 
the results of the sectors attractive for work in the Irbid Governorate were as follows:  

Table (10) Employment Settlement Coefficient for Economic Activities in Irbid Governorate in 2013 

Percentage 

(1) Percentage 
of number of 

workers in sector 
in governorate 
to total number 
of workers in 
governorate

(2) Percentage 
of number of 

workers in sector 
in Kingdom to 
total number 
of workers in 
governorate

Employment 
Resettlement 

Coefficient

Agriculture, forestry, hunting and grazing lands 2.7% 2.0% 1.35

General admin, defense and social security 34.3% 25.5% 1.35

Education 14.7% 12.6% 1.17%

Other service activities 2.7% 2.6% 1.04

Construction  6.5% 6.0% 1.08

Transport and storage  7.2% 7.2% 1.01

Human health and social service activities 4.7% 5.1% 0.92

Wholesale and retail commerce, and vehicle maintenance 13.2% 15.5% 0.85

Family livelihood activities to produce non-competitive 
goods and services 0.3% 0.6% 0.50

Administrative and support service activities 1.2% 1.5% 0.80

Art, promotion and entertainment activities 0.2% 0.3% 0.67

Accommodation and food service activities 1.7% 2.4% 0.71

Industries 6.4% 9.7% 0.66

Mining and quarry exploitation 0.5% 0.8% 0.63

Electricity, gas, steam and air-conditioning supplies 0.4% 0.8% 0.50

Water and sanitation supplies and waste management 
and processing 0.1% 0.2% 0.50

Professional, academic and technical activities 0.9% 2.5% 0.36

Financial and insurance activities 0.7% 2.0% 0.35

Information and communications 0.9% 1.9% 0.47

Activities of organizations and commissions outside the 
regional scope of the state 0.3% 0.3% 1.00

Real estate activities 0.3% 0.5% 0.60

Source: Irbid Governorate Development Program, Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation, 2013-2016

2

1

3
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Therefore, the sectors that attract workers and accommodate more workers in them (among the 
productive sectors) with the exception of public and administrative jobs, were as follows:

1- Tourism sector: This had an employment resettlement coefficient of 1.38% for both its parts 
(arts and entertainment, and accommodation and food service activities)

2- Agriculture sector: This had an employment resettlement coefficient of 1.35%

3- Industry sector: This had an employment resettlement coefficient of 1.28% for both its parts 
(transformational industries and mining) 

Consideration of another indicator represented by the economic sectors/activities that have the 
highest percentage of enterprises operating in Irbid Governorate reveals results similar to that of 
the employment settlement coefficient. The economic enterprises operating in the industry and 
tourism sectors came in second and third place of the total enterprises operating in the Governorate. 

Therefore, the sectors that are preferable to take focus in the local economic development strategy 
according to method number 1 are: 

Industrial 
sector

Agricultural 
sector

Tourism 
sector

Local Economic Development Strategy 
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According to Method (2): The study of the average growth of economic sectors and their 
                                            average contribution to the GDP 44

The national economy in 2014 was able to achieve GDP growth of around 3.3%, compared to 3.1% 
in 2013 and 3.0% in 2012. The growth rates were distributed among the following sectors: 

Table (10): Growth Rate for the Economic Sectors 2012-2014  

201420132012Economic Sectors/Activities

7.5%-3.5%-9.4%Agriculture, forestry and fishing

27.6%-10.9%-17.1%Mines and quaried

1.5%1.9%2.3%Transformational industries

3.3%0.8%6.6%Electricity and water

6.8%8.7%-1.0%Construction

3.9%3.2%6.9%Wholesale and retail trade

2.9%3.0%6.2%Hotels and restaurants

1.6%4.0%4.1%Transport, storage and communications

2.7%5.9%8.6%Financial services and insurance

2.2%2.2%2.2%Real estate services

4.7%5.7%5.9% Social and personal services

3.3%3.1%3.0% Total

Source: Statistics Department 

44 Statistics Department
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Based on these findings, the main sectors to achieve significant growth in 2014 were: 

1- Agricultural sector 

• Growth rate of 7.5%

2- Industrial sector 

• Growth rate of 3.7%. This sector consists of three subsidiary sectors: 

- Transformation industries 
- Electricity and water 
- Extraction industries 

 • Growth in the output of the industrial sector was a result of the increase in output of the 
extraction industries in particular and the producers of phosphate and potash, at about 
27.6%

3- Construction sector

• Growth rate of 6.8%

The main sectors that saw marked deceleration during 2014:

1- Transport, storage and communications sector

• Growth rate of 1.6%

Regarding the economic contribution of the sectors to GDP in 2014, we find the following:

1- Transformation industrie scontribute the most to the GDP, at 22%

2- The transport, storage and communication sector come in second place with a contribution 
of 19% 

3- Real estate, finance, insurance and commerce services come in the following places with 
their contributions constituting 13%, 12% and 12% respectively

4- The total contribution of the remaining six sectors (construction, social and personal services, 
agriculture, electricity and water, mines and quarries, and hotels and restaurants) did not exceed 
22% of the GDP
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Sector Contribution to GDP 2014

By arranging the economic sectors according to the proportion of workers (sector growth rate and 
economic contribution to the GDP during 2014), we find the following:

Table (11): Economic Sectors Ranking during 2014 

Ranked Economic Sectors / Activities

Highest sector contribution Highest growth rate

Transformation industries Mines and quarries 

Transport, storage and communications Agriculture, hunting, forestry and fisheries

Real estate services Construction

Financial services and insurance Social and personal services

Wholesale and retail commerce Wholesale and retail commerce 

Construction Electricity and water

Social and personal services Hotels and restaurants 

Agriculture, hunting, forestry and fisheries Financial services and insurance

Electricity and water Real estate services 

Mines and quarries Transport, storage and communications

Hotels and restaurants Transformation industries

Highest

Lowest
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Therefore, the preferable sectors it is preferable to focus on in the local economic development 
strategy according to Method 2 regarding the growth rate of economic sectors and their contribution 
to the GDP is:  

1- Industrial sector (high growth rate, high sector contribution) 

2- Construction sector (high growth rate) 

3- Agricultural sector (high growth rate)

4- Transport and storage sector (high sector contribution) 

When comparing the results of Method 1 and Method 2 we find a match in the following priority 
sectors, for which opportunities and challenges will be discussed in the following section: 

1- Industrial sector 

2- Agricultural sector 

The tourism sector will also be selected in view of a number of touristic attractions (therapeutic, 
religious, entertainment and cultural) in the Governorate which may help create job opportunities for 
local workers and contribute to the fulfillment of the strategic goals of local economic development 
for the Governorate at large and the host communities affected by the Syrian refugees. 
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5. Opportunities and Challenges of Priority Development Sectors in Irbid Governorate

5.1 Agricultural Sector

5.1.1 Opportunities 

• The amount of arable land in the Governorate in relation to the total amount of agricultural 
holdings in the Kingdom qualifies it to be an important agricultural centre if all opportunities for the 
exploitation of those lands are utilized in increasing agricultural investment and enhancing self-
sufficiency and food security support, as well as providing production inputsfor the agricultural 
industries.

• The Governorate enjoys relative advantage in production of high quality agricultural crops, 
especially olives and fruit trees, giving it a strong competitive advantage and facilitating entry into 
Arab and international markets for these products. 

• There are a number of investment ideas that can be utilized to link agricultural or animal 
production to the food production sector and recycling.

• Olives are considered an important crop in the Governorate, which give it a relative advantage 
in the production of all goods in which olives or olive oil is used in production, thus creating a 
number of investment opportunities in a number of production areas, including: 

 
 Producing olive oil in varying containers and exporting it directly to promising markets 
 Producing more pressed olives for purposes of export with high quality specifications according 
to the needs of the importing countries and promising markets, namely Gulf markets and 
some European countries 

 Manufacturing foods that are preserved in oil for long periods of time such as labaneh, 
maqdoos, black olives, and pickles preserved in oil 

 Exploiting low quality oil and olive press byproducts in the production of soaps, beauty 
products, shampoos and other products, or utilizing them as production inputs for foods or as 
a preservative for many products

 Recycling by-products of olive pressing and using them in the production of fertilizers and 
fodder 

• The Governorate has rich soil that enables it to produce all types of medicinal cropsrequired 
by various sectors, namely the food manufacturing sector, the pharmaceutical industry, beauty 
products and chemical industries. 

• There are a number of investment ideas that can take advantage of lower quality products of 
crops to increase the added value, for example dried, canned, frozen and cooked vegetables or 
dried or frozen fruits. 

• The Governorate needs to develop marketing companies specialized in marketing agricultural 
products in general and olive oil in particular, to be mandated with seeking promising markets 
where the agricultural product can compete. 
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5.1.2 Challenges 

• There are strong challenges and a clear shortage in the availability of agricultural support 
services, such as:

  Low levels of technology use in the post-harvesting phase, such as primary cooling operations, 
washing, sorting, grading, storage and transportation, which leads to a high percentage of 
lost wastage

  The governorate lacks investments in technologies used in the processes of filling and 
packaging despite of the importance of this process in accessing local, regional and 
international markets

 Weakness of the capacities of the central market despite its importance in enhancing the 
marketing and exporting of Irbid's agricultural products.

 Weaknesses in the marketing and marketing process systems related to agricultural and 
livestock production, as well as weaknesses in the marketing process for food industries 
relevant to these products, thus limiting the ability to access internal and external markets.

• Poor cooperative relationships between the farmers who must unify their efforts, especially 
in marketing, promotion, and accessing agricultural and livestock production inputs at the best 
prices and terms through private cooperatives with the participation of women in the governorate. 
There is also a need to encourage partnership building between the private and public sectors.

• Weakness in providing specialized training programs to prepare the youth to practice 
agricultural professions by adopting ongoing training programs and on-job training to guarantee 
their continued development and their acquisition of the necessary skills in this sector.

• Absence of agricultural guidance between research centers on one hand and farmers on the 
other, which has led to adoption of traditional agricultural patterns that in many cases do not 
match the area's climate. 

• Absence of sufficient information on the available job opportunities in the sector and the absence 
of specialized guidance staff.

• Fragmentation of agricultural property and urbanization at the expense of agricultural lands. 

• High cost of agricultural production requirements and high cost of energy.

• Deteriorating volume of the capital of registered agricultural companies over the past few 
years, poor financial capacity of the farmers in reclaiming their lands, and the difficulty in 
accessing low interest loans.

• Limited water resources and inability to predict rainfall levels, especially in view of changing 
climate circumstances, and the escalation of the problem due to limited water harvesting 
machinery and techniques. 

• Increasing level of migrantion from agricultural villages in search of private sector jobs in Irbid 
City. 
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After the Syrian crisis, a number of new challenges arose in the Governorate's agricultural sector, 
most notably: 

 High cost of transport of agricultural products, particularly since the closure of the Syrian territories 
 High cost of accessing seeds, fertilisers and other agricultural requirements which previously 
came from Syrian cities at low prices 

 Inflation in product prices as a result of increased demand 
 Decreased volumes of agricultural product exports to Syria by 25%
 Government failure to exert sufficient effort to protect Jordanian workers from migrant workers 
who have taken over the majority of job opportunities in the agricultural sector 

5.2 Tourism Sector 

5.2.1 Opportunities 

• The Governorate has a number of tourist attractions (therapeutic, religious, entertainment and 
cultural). It also has over 1,000 archeological sites including hills, castles, mosques, tombs of 
companions of the Prophet Mohammad peace be upon him, mineral baths and museums. The 
number of tourists to the Governorate is estimated at over a quarter of a million annually.

• The existence of a solid base for the establishment of an advanced tourism industry if all 
opportunities are taken advantage of through investment in the touristic infrastructure and the 
development of industries that support the tourism sector, including entertainment activities, 
promotion and guidance campaigns, and development of summer and rural destinations and 
craft industries.

• The Governorate requires rated accommodation centers (hotels) including 3, 4 and 5 star 
hotels that are attractive to businessmen. 

• The Governorate also requires a conference and exhibition center to contribute to supporting 
the tourism sector in the north in general, and Irbid Governorate in particular, to make the 
Governorate attractive to businessmen and academics (academic and scientific tourism)

• Establish a union for craftspeople which would form a committee specialized in traditional arts 
and heritage, in addition to establishing a heritage market or complex.
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5.2.2 Challenges 

• Low levels of capital invested in the tourism sector as well as the low number and distribution 
of restaurants, craft stores and entertainment outlets compared with the volume of touristic and 
archeological sites.

• Clear hesitance in the banking sector to financial small and medium sized projects in the 
tourism sector for reasons related to the shortage of information, their weak solvency, and high 
loan risks in view of their inability to provide sufficient guarantees in many cases.  

 
• Lack of awareness on the importance of the tourism sector and the fact that the Governorate and 

its touristic sites are not listed as part of Jordan's tourism programs, in addition to the weakness 
of the tourism culture among citizens and workers in this field.

• The Governorate suffers from ashortage in vocational training for tourism and hospitality fields, 
which impacts the quality of the human capital and the quality of the skills available in this sector.  
The Governorate also lacks training programs for employees in thetourism sector to contribute 
to building their capacities. 

• Weakness in the tourism product, including crafts, gifts and local souvenirs, which are often 
imported from abroad, which requires the development and improvements in quality of local 
products. 

• Lack of a tourism transportation company in the Governorate and weakness in an important 
link in the tourism chain, which is entertainment activities.

• Lack of comprehensive tourism programs for the touristic sites in the Governorate. Most 
tourism offices in the Governorate lack modern techniques that help them in their work.

After the Syrian crisis, a number of new challenges arose in the Governorate's tourism sector, most 
notably: 

 Closure of a number of roads 
 Decreased security on the roads
 Reduced number of touristic groups 
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5.3 Industrial Sector 

5.3.1 Opportunities

• The Governorate contains the Irbid Development Zone, one of five development zones in Jordan 
aimed at attracting industrial, agricultural and service investments. This is in addition to the Al 
Hasan Industrial City which is the second largest industrial city in terms of volume of investment.

• There are a number of advantages granted by the development zones for enterprise (such as 
the 5% exemption for income subject to tax, exemption for the tax on goods and services that 
the registered enterprise purchases or imports, and exemption from the tax on all materials, 
equipment, machinery and internal outfitting in the construction and equipping of all projects 
established in the zone).   

• Facilitate and support industrial production operations inside Al Hasan Industrial City, through 
providing basic infrastructure services including water, electricity, roads, and telecommunications, 
as well as support financial, banking, customs, health and security services at competitive sale 
and cost prices.

• There are a number of investment ideas that may be utilized, especially in the industry of 
recycling olive by-products, livestock by-products and renewable energy.  

5.3.2 Challenges

• High interest rates offered by banks on loans, which stands in the way of financing new 
investments and expanding existing investments in the industrial sector. 

• General stagnation, especially with regard to export markets, and the inability of craftspeople to 
market their products locally and regionally. 

• Establishment of plants without undertaking technical and feasibility studies as well as the lack 
of use of modern administrative and technical methods which leads to defaulting and in some 
cases bankruptcy.  

• Low percentage of those registered in the vocational training sector which places pressure on 
the availability of average technical skills that are required by productive projects.

• Weak demand for work in the industrial cities by Jordanian workers as a result of the low wages 
offered and the absence of incentives.

• Limited industrial production base in the industrial cities, and their focus on producing one 
product.
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(Part Two): 
Irbid Governorate Local Economic Development 

Strategy Report
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6. General Definitions 45 
 
The following terms in this report take the meanings outlined below, unless the context indicates 
otherwise: 

• Benchmarks: A mechanism and style for learning that aims to learn from others through observing 
distinctive performance models and styles of entities with expertise in specific areas or from the 
same sector in order to access new ideas that contribute to development. 

• Vision:A long term outlook of the on the future state which the Governorate aims to achieve, based 
on values and beliefs, usually in the form of a short phrase that responds to four specific questions: 
where does the Governorate see itself after years, what does it provide, for whom, and in what area.

• Basic Guiding Principles: The main principles that govern processes (creating strategic plans 
and then implementing them, ending with follow-up and assessment operations) representing 
the original and true motives that will be the basis of operations, policy making, process design, 
procedures and initiatives. 

• Strategic Pillars: General details of strategic platforms, under which strategic objectives appear, 
representing a host of long term goals that are sought out for achievement.

• Strategic Goals: A host of long term objectives that fall under the banner of a strategic pillar, 
constituting general details for it, under which come the objectives. The goals represent the endings 
that are sought out for achievement.

• Strategic Objectives: These fall under the strategic goals and are short term. The achievement 
of a number of objectives means the achievement of a purpose and achieving a number of strategic 
objectives contributes to fulfilling the Governorate's vision.  

• SMART Strategic Objectives: These objectives are specific, measurable, achievable, realistic 
and time-bound. 

- Specific objective: The objective identifies what is sought out for achievement 

- Measurable objective: An objective whose achievement or lack thereof can be measured 

- Achievable objective: An objective that can be achieved 

- Realistic objective: An objective that can be achieved with the available resources 

- Time-bound objective: An objective with a specific time line expected for its achievement 

• Initiatives: A number of projects/ideas necessary to achieve the listed goal. 

• Indicator: Unit of measurable information for a specific period of time which helps highlight the 
changes in that case, and represents a qualitative or quantitative variable that provides the basis for 
assessing achievement or change in performance. 

45 From the definitions in the distinction criteria of the European Quality Management Institute
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46 Jordanian Syrian Crisis Response Plan, Ministry of Planning and UN, 2015, and UNHCR data
47 Impact of the Syrian Refugee Crisis on the Economic and Social Characteristics of Families in the host Jordanian
  communities in the Irbid and Mafraq Governorates, UNDP, 2013 

7. Introduction

7.1 Irbid Governorate Local Economic Development Strategy Goals

With the crisis in Syria entering its fifth year, the number of Syrians in Jordan has risen to 1.4 million, 
including 628,175 registered refugees residing throughout the Kingdom, according to the data from 
UNHCR. A total of 240,250 have dispersed throughout Irbid Governorate, constituting 23.3% of the 
total estimated population of refugees in the Kingdom. 46 

As a result the burden on the Governoratehas increased, particularly in regard to the financial 
standing of the Governorate as a result of the increased government spending to provide for the 
needs of the refugee population, as well as the increased negative economic effects of inflation, 
limited community resources and labour market competition.

The impact on the labour market was significant in the Governorate, especially in the host communities 
where unemployment rates increased to become higher than the Kingdom's average. 47

This work to develop the "Local Economic Development Strategy for the Irbid Governorate" 
has come as a response to the Governorate's need to address the impact on the labour market 
especially in the host communities as a result of the Syrian crisis. This includes the following  main 
objectives:

1. Review all former development strategies, national plans and policies, from an employment 
perspective. 

2. Systematize approaches oriented towards development of the most affected host communities 
for the next three years to create job opportunities, increase productivity, and ensure the growth 
of businesses in those communities, through a system of strategic directives and goals that are 
based on a clear vision.

3. Develop an action plan for the following year with a number of initiatives aimed at unifying all 
local efforts represented by the Private Labour Committee at the Governorate level to fulfill the 
strategy and enhance its ability to adapt to the crisis and achieve the dimension of sustainability.

4. Create a methodology to sustain the work of the local development committee to guarantee 
its continuity and guidance in the matters relevant to development, specifically the utilization of 
resources and building relationships and partnerships.  
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7.2  Methodology for Drafting the Local Economic Development Strategy for 
       Irbid Governorate

The drafting of the "Local Economic Development Strategy for Irbid Governorate" was based 
on an academic methodology that is used to create the vision, trends and strategic goals for the 
process of building the economic capacity of the local communities hosting Syrian refugees to better 
cope with the circumstances resulting from the effects on the labour market in those communities, 
through focusing on the needs and expectations of those communities. These will be applied through 
a specific system of community operations and initiatives, and will be delivered to all stakeholders 
to unify efforts and create opportunities for sustainable local economic development. The process 
of drafting the "Local Economic Development Strategy" depended on the following methodology:

 Collecting all data and verifying its validity 
 Reviewing and analyzing the content of the relevant national and local strategic planning 
documents 

 Meetings and discussions with the Private Labour Committee that consists of representatives 
of relevant institutions in the Governorate with a focus on the use of all available ideas and 
benefitting from the experiences of the participants

 Building on past experiences and relying on best practices in strategic planning  

The advisory team, within the applied methodology, ensured that the target strategic goals are at the 
forefront of the joint efforts between the advisory entity and the local development committee team. 
The work required the organization of workshops (strategic retreats) by the advisory entity with 
the local development committee team on 14thand 15thAugust 2015 at the Dead Sea, attended by 
21 members. These workshops aimed to: 

1. Build the capacities of the local development committee in the process of strategic planning to 
enable them to build their future plans and strategies. 

2. Present the main national projects and plans that intersect with the Governorate's development 
strategy.

3. Establish the Governorate's vision for the next five years, through drafting a system of basic 
guiding principles and setting the strategic pillars, goals and objectives for the next three years 
(2016-2018). 

4. Offer training on the action plan for the teams of the local development committee so that they 
may utilize it independently after the workshop. 
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48 Attachment A (records of participant attendance at strategy drafting workshops)

The local development committee team 48 participating in the drafting of the strategy included members 
representing a number of local official entities such as Municipalities, Ministries of, Agriculture and 
Public Works, Vocational Training Directors, Labour Directorates, Chamber of Industry, Industrial 
Estates Corporation, Investment Board, Yarmouk University, Jordanian National Forum for Women, 
ERADA Center and Ad Dustour Newspaper. Moreover, special teams were formed from among the 
committee members to draft an executive action plan after the conclusion of the workshop, according 
to specific meeting agendas which produced parts of the executive action plan later adopted by all 
members of the local development committee in its final format presented in this document.        

The phases of drafting the "local economic development strategy" included the following: 

- Part One: Overview and analysis of the current economic reality of Irbid Governorate

• Analysis of growth drivers in the Governorate: 
  economy, workforce, education and skills, business environment

• Analysis of the Syrian crisis impact on the growth drivers in the Governorate
 
• Study and selectthe main sectors in need of development to contribute to the achievement of the 

strategic goals 

• Overview opportunity elements and challenges for the select sectors  
   

- Part Two: Strategy Drafting

• Draft the vision, basic guiding principles and strategic pillars

• Draft the strategic goals and objectives

• Draft the executive plan for the first year to outline the initiatives to be implemented during the 
first year of the strategy

• Link the plan's themes and strategic goals to the compatible national strategies  
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The process of formulating the strategic plan included the following steps: 

1- Drafting the vision of the Governorate for the next five years.

2- Drafting the basic guiding principles system based on the fundamental values or principles 
that are expected to govern the process of drafting and implementing the strategy, ending with 
the processes of follow-up and assessment .

3- Creating the strategic themes, objectives and goals for the next three years (2016-2018) 
based on the vision and basic guiding principles drafted, and the meetings held with the members 
of the local development committee, as well as the holistic analysis of the socio-economic reality 
of the Governorate.

4- Drafting the executive plan for the first year of the strategy including the type of activities/
initiatives required. 

5- Creating a group of indicators at the strategic level for the system of strategic objectives that 
were set for the purpose of following up the achievement of those goals.

Draft the Vision

Draft system of basic 
guiding principles

Set strategic themes, 
objectives and goals

Set the executive 
plan

Set 
simple 

indicators

Figure (1): Steps for Process of Drafting Irbid Governorate Local 
Development Strategy 
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8. Vision and Basic Guiding Principles for the Strategy

8.1 Irbid Governorate's Vision for Economic Development

The Irbid Governorate vision drafted by the members of the local development committee was 
based on their long term view of the future state for the Governorate, especially from an employment 
perspective. Based on this rationale, the following vision was produced:

"A Governorate that is attractive to investment in the sectors of agriculture, industry 
and tourism and that encourages entrepreneurship and empowerment for purposes of 
employment and reducing unemployment, in cooperation with the development partners."   

8.2 Basic Guiding Principles

The process of drafting the basic guiding principles was based on the basic values/principles and true 
motives necessary to ensure the success of the strategic plan which would govern the processes of 
drafting then implementation, ending with processes of follow-up and assessment. The processes 
of policy making, designing processes and procedures, and drafting initiatives will depend on these 
principles. The principles included the following constants: 

1. Participatory principle:Activating the principle of participatory work which enhances group 
work and effective participation, in bearing responsibilities, and the ideal utilization of resources.

2. Innovation and creativity:Focusing on supporting creative thinking and innovative solutions in 
offering services for increased ability to address challenges, guarantee survival and continuity, 
develop the quality of services offered, and develop community effectively.

3. Empowerment: Ensuring empowerment as a developmental and interactive process aimed at 
building the capacities of individuals and qualifying them in achieving development aspects.

4. Competitiveness: Emphasizing the strong connection between economic diversity in all sectors, 
improving the economy's ability to generate wealth (productivity) and enhancing and developing 
the community's standard of living.  

5. Sustainability: Emphasizing the need to continue with all aspects (economic, social and 
environmental) and comprehensive regulations in order to improve the quality of life of all 
community groups at present and in the future.
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6. Institutionalism: Seeking to achieve the principles of institutional governance represented 
by equitable treatment of all stakeholders, transparency and accountability in relationships, to 
attain the goals that are in the Governorate's best interests and facilitate effective monitoring, 
thus helping the Governorate utilize its resources effectively. 

7. Legislation: Focusing on a number of rules that regulate rights, aimed at organizing social life.

8. Economic and Social Prosperity: Enhancing the capacities of citizens to be productive through 
an educational and social leap, for the purposes of satisfying their economic needs, achieving 
self-sufficiency, and improving the standard of living. 

9. Equal Opportunity: Ensuring the achievement of social justice by providing equal opportunities 
among individuals. 
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9. Structure of the Irbid Governorate Local Economic Development Strategy

9.1 Strategic Pillars

The local development committee adopted a number of strategic themes as platforms for work 
and for the strategy. These themes were taken into account when designing and listing all the 
strategic goals and objectives, so that they constitute a holistic umbrella that enables the successful 
implementation of the strategy with all its priority sector details, components, opportunities and 
challenges in the Governorate, they are as follows:  

Figure (2): Strategic Themes of the Irbid Governorate Local Economic 
Development Strategy 

Main 
Pillars

Subsidiary 
Pillars

Participatory 
Approach

Institutionalization
 of local

 development 
committee

Creativity 

Schools & 
universities 

Cultural centers     

Empowerment, 
vocational 

training and 
employment 

Craft and 
applied training

Vocational 
awareness – 
work culture     

Training women     

Resources & 
Investment

Agriculture

Industry     

Tourism     

Business 
Environment

SMEs 

Financing 

Competitiveness

Marketing and 
promotion
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9.2 Strategic Objectives and Goals
 
The local development committee relied on the vision and basic guiding principles drafted for the 
strategy and the strategy pillars, as well as the analysis of the priority sector opportunities and 
challenges, as basic inputs for the process of drafting strategic objectives and goals, as follows:

Strategic Goals Strategic Objectives

First goal:

Enhance ideal investment 
opportunities in the sectors of 
agriculture, industry and tourism

Objective 1 Expand agricultural technology and agricultural 
production 

Objective 2 Develop and diversify local industries

Objective 3
Support the activation of the tourism sector to 
create a promising tourism product and create 
job opportunities 

Second goal:

Develop human capacities in the 
local community to support the 
productive process and reduce 
unemployment

Objective 1 Educate and direct human resources to enrol in 
vocational training and change society's views 

Objective 2 Enhance the opportunities of women's 
empowerment and participation in labour market 

Objective 3 Organize the labour market and migrant workers 

Third goal:

Support and sponsor creativity in 
educational and cultural institutions 

Objective 1 Provide an appropriate environment to support 
creativity in various phases of education 

Objective 2 Activate the role of youth clubs and centers and 
women's committees 

Fourth goal:

Create a comprehensive and 
attractive environment to improve 
business circumstances 

Objective 1
Encourage the establishment of SMEs and 
improve the performance of existing ones to 
enhance competitiveness 

Objective 2 Facilitate access to sources of financing 

Objective 3 Create markets for SMEs and increase their 
marketing capacity 

Fifth goal: 

Activate the participatory approach in 
an institutional manner among local 
development stakeholders to achieve 
sustainable development 

Objective 1 Institutionalize the local development committee 
to guarantee its sustainability 
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9.3 Logical Framework Matrix 

Following is a presentation of the logical framework matric of the project and the structuring of the 
strategy's goals: 

Figure (3): Logical Framework Matrix for the Irbid Governorate Local Economic 
Development Strategy 

Vision Statement
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10. Executive Plan for the Irbid Governorate Local Economic Development
      Strategy

The local development committee drafted an executive plan for the first year of the Governorate's 
local economic development strategy, with all its components including: 

- Initiatives (group of projects or ideas necessary to achieve the listed goals) 

- Financial resources expected to be necessary for undertaking the initiative 

Following is a presentation of this plan: 

Goal (1): Enhance ideal investment opportunities in sectors of agriculture, industry and
               tourism 

Objective (1): Expand the use of agricultural technology and agricultural production 

Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

Water harvesting 
and land 
reclamation project 

Recovery of land with a slope from 8-20% 
and average rainfall of over 300 mm 
annually to plant them with crop bearing 
trees, dig wells and reservoirs to collect 
rainwater 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

900,000 JD 

Specialized 
training courses 
in productive 
agricultural 
initiatives

Launch a specialized training program to 
improve the management of productive 
agricultural projects to include various 
courses on agricultural technology and 
modern methods in agriculture, marketing 
skills, cost reduction and financial 
management, filling and packaging skills, 
etc., to build the capacities of workers in 
this sector and train a number of youth 
wishing to work in agriculture. 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

200,000 JD 

Project to use non-
traditional water in 
agriculture 

Plant plants, fodder crops and evergreen 
trees and irrigate them with water treated 
at purification plants 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

300,000 JD 
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Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

Olive oil 
production plant 
initiative 

To market this product an initiative 
must be launched for plants specialized 
in producing olive oil to enhance the 
marketing opportunities of this high 
quality product locally and internationally, 
which would create job opportunities in 
the areas of filling, packaging, marketing, 
transport, etc. 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

500,000 JD

Agricultural 
products 
permanent 
marketing 
exhibition project 

Create organized internal markets that 
reduce the distance between the product 
and the buyer so that the client buys 
directly from the producer. This reduces 
the cost for the producer and the amount 
paid by the buyer, and supports local 
products and encourages marketing.

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

300,000 JD

Host of agricultural 
investment 
projects that 
generate job 
opportunities 

Launch a number of agricultural projects 
after studying them (economic feasibility 
studies) and provide sufficient financing 
for their establishment, which will help 
expand agricultural production and 
generate a number of job opportunities in 
the sector, including: 

- Organic unfermented fertilizer plan 
- Olive oil chemical testing lab
- Agricultural products manufacturing 

units 
- Energy generation units in the farms 

(methane gas) 
- Plant lands and roadsides 
- Agricultural festivals (olives, 

pomegranates, guava) 
- Establish fishery projects on spring 

water

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

300,000 JD
100,000 JD 
200,000 JD 
60,000 JD 

450,000 JD 
90,000 JD 

200,000 JD 
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Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

Initiative to 
support manual 
and craft 
industries 

Establish special markets for manual 
and craft industries, and launch a special 
training program to develop craftspeople 
and build their capacities, as well as 
assist in the marketing of these products 
through a marketing plan that includes 
matters related to advertising, filling 
and packaging, internal and external 
exhibitions and markets, etc. 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

100,000 JD 

Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

Support 
environmental 
tourism in the 
Aghwar Province 

Natural sites and squares were allocated 
to receive internal tourists in the spring. 
These spaces and sites were provided 
with infrastructure including toilets, 
wooden seats, barbeque stoves, garbage 
bins, entertainment for children and 
mobile restaurants during the season 
to serve the tourism movement in this 
season. 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

500,000 JD 

Establish an 
environmental park 
in Barqash 

Establish a tourism park with means of 
entertainment, toilets, stalls to sell juice 
and food, and restaurants, distinguished 
by the use of renewable energy 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

2,000,000 JD 

Project for a craft 
and marketing 
training center 
for craft products 
and traditional 
industries 

Center for training on craft production 
and traditional industries. This includes 
a permanent exhibition to market these 
products that is supplied with everything 
necessary, thus creating new job 
opportunities for interns and trainees, 
and achieving sustainable tourism 
development in local communities 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

1,000,000 JD 

Objective (2): Develop and diversity local industries 

Objective (3): Support the activation of the tourism sector to create a promising tourism product 
                      and create job opportunities  
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Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

Develop Sula 
tourism site 

Revive the Yarmouk battle site along 
with its historic museum, and supply with 
the equipment and possessions that will 
affirm the historic importance of the site, 
as well as provide tourism services to 
the visitors by making available rooms 
and stalls to sell traditional and popular 
craft products produced by the local 
community in addition to providing for 
all needs of visitors, taking into account 
the environmental aspect with regard to 
working on the site 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

250,000 JD 

Project to 
rehabilitate Al 
Arais Pond in 
Malka area/Bani 
Kinana Province 

A water pond that dates back to Roman 
times with varied density and color of 
the water. It contains a renewable water 
spring. This should be used as a new type 
of tourism, the tourism of bird migration. 
The site should be prepared to receive 
visitors through comprehensive tourism 
facilities (accommodation and toilets) 
along with fencing the site in. 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

1,000,000 JD 

Historic panorama 
project in Um Qais 
and Malka 

On the western side of the archeological 
site Um Qais, there is a view of Lake 
Tiberias and the Golan. The project 
involves a memorial for historic figures on 
the site along with an explanation of the 
history of the site on a marble sign. A site 
model should be made of the site detailing 
all its features and historic phases.

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

2,000,000 JD 

"Your presence 
pleases us":
Develop festival 
for tourism and 
market them 

Enhance the partnerships between the 
various agricultural, industrial and tourism 
sectors to establish different festivals in 
various provinces of the Governorate and 
promote them in the other governorates. 
Encourage small project owners to 
participate in these exhibitions to market 
their products. 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

90,000 JD 
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Goal (2): Build human capacities in the local community to support the productive process
                and limit unemployment  

Objective (1): Educate and guide human resources to enroll in vocational training and 
change society's views  

Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

Enhance the 
role of VTCs, 
undertake a survey 
to determine 
the required 
professional 
specializations in 
the governorate 
and offer 
the required 
specializations in 
the VTC programs 

Build partnerships between the public 
and private sectors to draft a national 
action plan for training and employment, 
with community training programs of a 
high quality that are accredited by specific 
universities and the VTC, fulfilling the 
community needs of the industrial, tourism 
and agricultural sectors. Undertake a 
comprehensive survey to identify the 
required professional specializations 
(new professions and former ones) 
in the Governorate, offer the required 
specializations (for the new professions) 
as part of the vocational training programs 
and strengthen the required specialization 
(for the former professions)

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

300,000 JD 
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Objective (2): Enhance women's empowerment opportunities and participation in the labour market  

Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

Initiative 
"qualified women 
personally and 
professionally" 

Personal, legal and professional capacity 
building and empowerment programs for 
women, through:

- Rehabilitating young women searching 
for jobs with a diploma or BA degree, 
according to the needs and available 
job opportunities 

- Create quality entrepreneurship 
training programs at vocational training 
centers for young women, and avoid 
repellant traditional programs. 

- Activate on-job vocational training and 
awareness programs on legal and 
labour issues.

- Establish a home production line 
program for some factories of Al Hasan 
Industrial City of a safe quality in 
areas densely populated with workers 
(Aghwar District, Koura, Mazar). 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years 

2,000,000 JD 
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Objective (3): Organize the labour market and migrant workers 

Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

Jordanian labour 
market that is 
motivated and 
attractive for 
qualified Jordanian 
workers through 
awareness 

Awareness programs for workers on the 
laws regulating labour and the internal 
regulations of enterprises operating in the 
area.

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years

150,000 JD 

Benefit from the 
skills of migrant 
workers in a 
complementary 
manner 

Undertake studies to identify the skills 
available among the migrant workers 
(especially Syrian refugees) and work to 
utilize them in productive project ideas 
to be benefitted from by both Jordanians 
and Syrians

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue for 
three years

Undertake study 
to determine 

costs 
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Goal (3): Support and sponsor innovation in educational and cultural institutions  

Objective (1): Provide and appropriate environment to support innovation in various phases of education 

Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

Produce a 
document for 
the innovators 
(success stories)

Produce a video to present success 
stories in all activities, especially in areas 
of industry, tourism and agriculture, and 
play these stories and promote them to 
encourage individuals to emulate them.

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 
100,000 JD

Future Innovators" 
Competition

The initiative entails seeking out 
innovators in Irbid Governorate schools 
– 100 schools may be selected initially 
– targeting students from the fifth grade 
until high school. The initiative will seek 
out the innovators in the academic fields 
primarily, allocating an award for the best 
10 innovators at the Governorate level.

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 
500,000 JD 

Establish an 
incubator for 
innovators 

The initiative entails sponsoring 
innovators who won the Future Innovators 
competition and innovators in general 
(from among school students only) 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 and 
continue until 

the end of 2017 

300,000 JD 

'Innovation is Our 
Oath' Initiative

An awareness initiative targeting the 
local community members outlining the 
concept of innovation and innovative 
thinking 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 
150,000 JD 

"Nano Technology" 
Initiative

Support public universities (Yarmouk and 
Science and Technology Universities) 
to motivate and encourage innovative 
academic research, especially in the 
fields of Nano technology,physics and 
chemistry 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 
And continue 

until the end of 
three years 

500,000 JD per 
year 

Focus on business 
skills in the 
universities and 
activate effective 
job counseling

Convene a specialized training program 
inside the universities for business and 
professional skills in cooperation with 
specialists. This will include success 
stories from the local community. 
Moreover, activate an office to offer 
effective services in the area of career 
counseling. 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 
500,000 JD 
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Objective (2): Activate the role of youth clubs and centers and women's committees 

Goal (4):Createan attractive and integrated environment to improve business conditions
 
Objective (1): Encourage the establishment of SMEs and improve the performance of existing 
                       ones to enhance competitiveness  

Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

Design programs 
to build the 
capacities 
of workers 
in women's 
committees and 
youth clubs and 
centers 

Train workers in civil society organizations 
on sponsoring and discovering innovators 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 
100,000 JD 

Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

"Your Project Your 
Future" business 
incubator 

Establish a business incubator in 
cooperation between Yarmouk University, 
ERADA Center, VTC and the private 
sector to attract youth, male and female, to 
train them on establishing, managing and 
marketing small projects in various areas 
to contribute to economic development 
and reducing poverty and unemployment 
in Irbid Governorate. 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 

500,000 JD to 
include training 

and teaching 
halls, trainers, 

training materials, 
etc. 

'Rural House' 
Initiative

Educate the local communities, especially 
in rural areas, in cooperation with the 
municipalities and associations, to 
encourage them to investment in small 
projects to order to help raise awareness 
and use various advertising outlets 
highlighting the importance of these 
projects in providing job opportunities and 
improving the family's income level, as 
well as motivate the unemployed to start 
their own small projects and establish 
quality cooperatives for SMEs in and 
outside homes. 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 
500,000 JD
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Objective (2): Facilitate access to sources of funding

Objective (3): Create markets for SMEs and increase their marketing ability 

Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

'Way to the Future' 
Initiative 

Network between donor agencies and 
SMEs in the Governorate through 
introductory workshops on the types 
of support offered by those agencies 
and their terms and conditions. Meet 
with a number of those donor agencies 
to provide a number of grants support 
SMEs in the Governorate. The exhibition/
workshop should be for a duration of three 
days per year. 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 

150,000 JD 

'My Project'
Initiative 

A website to introduce existing small 
projects, market them and enhance 
their competitiveness, in addition to 
presenting them to financing agencies, 
along with projects open for investment 
and incentives offered by the competent 
agencies.

100,000 JD 

Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

"We Growth 
Together"
National Quality 
Center 

Specialized center that offers counseling 
to small project owners in market studies, 
product development, and internal 
and external marketing, in addition to 
encouraging them to secure quality 
certificates that contribute to enhancing 
competitiveness.

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 
150,000 JD

"Hand in Hand we 
Build Our Country" 
Human Resources 
Development and 
Training Center in 
the North 

Specialized center for developing human 
resources interested in investing in small 
projects in the areas of management, 
financing and marketing. 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 
150,000 JD
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Goal (5):Activate participatory approach in an institutionalized manner among stakeholders
              in local development to achieve sustainable development  

Objective (1): Institutionalize local development committee to guarantee its sustainability  

Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

Undertake a 
diagnostic 
assessment for 
the work of the 
local development 
committee 

Undertake a diagnostic assessment for 
the work of the committee during the 
past periods as well as the performance 
of its members (create and adopt a 
special assessment mechanism to 
undertake the assessment and produce 
a report on the results and the proposed 
recommendations to be adopted and 
implemented to guarantee the appropriate 
members are on the committee and 
improve the performance of the current 
committee). 
Later, draft a principle document on 
the work and activities of the former 
committee and a detailed action plan 
for the committee for the coming period 
based on the strategy 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 

Undertake a study 
for expected costs

Draft an 
institutionalization 
document for the 
local development 
committee 

Draft an institutionalization document for 
the committee including scope of work, 
duties and responsibilities, mechanism 
for committee member selection, 
mechanism for performance assessment 
for committee members, organizational 
structure, periodic meetings, etc……..) 

Build the 
capacities of the 
local development 
committee 
members 

Identify the training needs of the 
committee and create a training program 
to include a training packet to build their 
capacities 
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Proposed Initiatives 
and Projects Initiative Description Implementation 

Period 

Required 
Resources 

(Financial and non-
financial)

Draft concept 
papers for 
all proposed 
initiatives 

Draft a concept paper for each initiative 
to include a detailed explanation of 
the proposed initiative and its needs 
including idea of the initiative, goals, 
target group, resources required, timeline 
for implementation, proposed donor 
agencies) to be presented to the interested 
parties which may provide funding. 

Start 
implementation 

in 2016 

Undertake a study 
for expected costs

Ceremony to 
launch the local 
development 
committee 

Launch the committee through an official 
ceremony to introduce the members of 
the committee and highlight their duties 
and responsibilities, as well as the 
achievements of the past and action plan 
for the future 

Partnership 
building 
conference 

Organize a conference for building 
partnerships and introduce the donor 
agencies to socio-economic development 
strategy initiatives for the Governorate for 
the purposes of financing and support.

Draft a system of 
"follow-up and 
assessment" 
for the socio-
economic 
development 
strategy and the 
duties of the local 
development 
committee 

Create a comprehensive system for 
"follow-up and assessment" of the socio-
economic development strategy and 
the performance of the committee to 
check on the achievement of results and 
progress on the right path (to include 
performance indicators – strategic and 
operational, key performance indicators, 
mechanisms of data collection, data 
analysis mechanisms, type of required 
reports, etc.) 
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11. National and Strategic Plans Intersecting with the Governorate's Local 
     Economic Development Strategy

The methodology of drafting the local economic development strategy for the Governorate included 
an inventory process for all former development strategies, national plans and national policies that 
are aligned in terms of employment, creating job opportunities, and responding to the Syrian crisis, 
and then presenting the results to the members of the Governorate's local development committee 
during a special workshop, in order to: 

1. Identify the most prominent national goals and initiatives aligned with the strategic pillars of 
the Governorate's local economic development strategy, where this strategy may contribute to 
achieving some aspects of them. 

2. Study the ideas of similar initiatives that can be included in the action plan of the "Governorate's 
local economic development strategy" under similar goals. 

3. Give ideas about current projects proposed in the Kingdom specifically targeting Irbid Governorate, 
which may be utilized later in supporting the implementation of the initiatives proposed within the 
plan and that intersect with its scope of work.

Other National 
Sector Plans

National 
Entrepreneurship 

Plan    

National 
Employment 

Plan  

Jordans Syria 
Crisis Response 

plan 

National 
Vocational 

Training Plan   

Governorates 
executive 

development plan

UN plan to support 
development and 

response for refugees  

Economic development strategy 

Vision 2025

Figure (4): Mechanism of linking Irbid Governorate's Economic Development 
                   Strategy with other national strategies and plans
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 The national level policy framework consisted of an extensive list of strategies and policy reports 
developed over several decades. The plan below outlines the mechanism of linking the Governorate's 
local economic development strategy with the other national strategies and plans. The National 
Jordan Vision and Strategy 2025 was considered the umbrella for all other national plans, to which 
the preparation phases of Jordan's Syrian Crisis Response Plan were linked, which in turn was 
based on the UN Plan to Support Development and Refugee Response. Moreover, the National 
Employment Plan, Vocational Training National Plan, National Entrepreneurship Plan and 
the other national plans of the various sectors were also linked to Vision 2025. It is anticipated 
that this linkage process will continue for all national plans in the coming years. Typically, national 
plans are based on the executive development programs of the governorates. Therefore, the 
Governorate's local economic development strategy will be aligned and harmonious with all these 
plans, as detailed in the above figure and the intersection matrix of the strategic goals with the 
other national and strategic plans, and the intersection matrix of executive action plan initiatives of 
the strategy with other national plan and strategy initiatives.
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Goal 2Goal 1

Obj.3Obj.2Obj.1Obj.3Obj.2Obj.1

Organise
migrant
workers

Enhance
opportunities

of women
empowerment

& labour
market

Educate
and direct

human
resources

to join VTCs

Support
activation of

 tourism
sector

to create
promising
 tourism
product

 Develop
 and

 diversity
 local

industries

Expand
agricultural
 technology

&
production

National and Strategic Plans

UNDP Project to reduce impact of refugee crisis in HCs

××××Goal 1Create job opportunities & economic initiatives for Jordanians in HCs

Goal 2Improve local ec development through growth & development of SMEs

Jordan's Syrian Crisis Response Plan

××Goal 1Create more/better job opportunitiesfor vulnerable groups - women & youth

××××××Goal 2Revive local economy in areas most affected by crisis

UN operational framework for assistance 2015-17

××××××Goal 4.2Develop youth capacities and train for employment purposes

××××××××Goal 6.2Assist host communities to reduce impact of crisis on Jordan

Jordan's National Vision and Strategy 2025

××××Goal 1Build skilled/motivated workforce suitable for job market

××Goal 2Develop employment and career counseling services

××Goal 3Utilise migrant labourers in complementary not alternative ways

××××Goal 4Enhance competitiveness of SMEs and enhance womens contribution

Goal 5Provide support to SMEs and enhance access to financial resources

××Goal 6Create market for SMEs

××Goal 7Narrow gap between education and vocational traning output and lab market

××Goal 8Enhance local capacities in area of academic research and innovation

National Employment Plan 2011-20

××Goal 1Develop quality of outputs of education and vocational training sector

××Goal 2Organise migrant labour to benefit from skills

××Goal 3Direct investment policies/employment progs toward increasing job opps

National Entrpreneurship Plan 2014-2018

Goal (1)Increase percentage of innovative SMEs with high growth

Goal (2) Facilitate access to financing and comprehensive services to develop business in all
 governorates

National Vocational Training Plan

××Goal 1Restructure institutional framework and institutions to support VT

××Goal 2Encourage gradual replacement of migrant labourers

Strategic Plan of the VTC

××Goal 1Develop VT system that is responsive, qualified, effective, accountable

Goal 2Increase participation of public & private sectors & CSOs

××Goal 3Guarantee training opportunities foe women to increase participation

11.1 Intersection Matrix of Governorate's Local Economic Development Strategy
       Goals with Goals of Other National and Strategic Plans
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Goal 5Goal 4Goal 3

Obj.1Obj.3Obj.2Obj.1Obj.2Obj.1

Institutionalise
local

development
committee to

guarantee
sustainability

Create
 markets

for
SMEs and
increase

marketing
ability

Facilitate
access to
 sources

of
funding

Encourage
establishment

of SMEs,
improve

performance
of existing

Activate
role of
youth

clubs/cente
rs and

women's

Provide
appropriate
environmen
tto support
creativity in
education

National and Strategic Plans

UNDP Project to reduce impact of refugee crisis in HCs

Goal 1Create job opportunities & economic initiatives for Jordanians in HCs

××××××Goal 2Improve local ec development through growth & development of SMEs

Jordan's Syrian Crisis Response Plan

××Goal 1Create more/better job opportunitiesfor vulnerable groups - women & youth

××××××Goal 2Revive local economy in areas most affected by crisis

UN operational framework for assistance 2015-17

××Goal 4.2Develop youth capacities and train for employment purposes

××××××××Goal 6.2Assist host communities to reduce impact of crisis on Jordan

Jordan's National Vision and Strategy 2025

××××××Goal 1Build skilled/motivated workforce suitable for job market

Goal 2Develop employment and career counseling services

Goal 3Utilise migrant labourers in complementary not alternative ways

××××Goal 4Enhance competitiveness of SMEs and enhance womens contribution

××Goal 5Provide support to SMEs and enhance access to financial resources

××Goal 6Create market for SMEs

××Goal 7Narrow gap between education and vocational traning output and lab market

××××Goal 8Enhance local capacities in area of academic research and innovation

National Employment Plan 2011-20

××Goal 1Develop quality of outputs of education and vocational training sector

Goal 2Organise migrant labour to benefit from skills

××Goal 3Direct investment policies/employment progs toward increasing job opps

National Entrpreneurship Plan 2014-2018

××××××Goal (1)Increase percentage of innovative SMEs with high growth

××××××Goal (2) Facilitate access to financing and comprehensive services to develop business in
 all governorates

National Vocational Training Plan

Goal 1Restructure institutional framework and institutions to support VT

Goal 2Encourage gradual replacement of migrant labourers

Strategic Plan of the VTC

Goal 1Develop VT system that is responsive, qualified, effective, accountable

××××Goal 2Increase participation of public & private sectors & CSOs

××Goal 3Guarantee training opportunities foe women to increase participation
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 National
 Vocational
 Training

 Plan

 National
 Entrepreneurship

 Plan
ILO

 Jordan's
 National
 Vision
 and

 Strategy

 Jordan's
 Syrian
 Crisis

 Response
Plan

 Executive Initiatives for the Strategy

 Water harvesting and land reclamation project

xxxxxx Specialized training courses in productive agricultural initiatives

xx Project to use non-traditional water in agriculture

xx Olive oil production plant initiative

xx Agricultural products permanent marketing exhibition project

xxxx Agricultural investment projects that generate job opportunities

xx Initiative to support manual and craft industries

xx Support environmental tourism in the Aghwar Province

xx Establish an environmental park in Barqash

xx Craft and marketing training center for craft products and traditional industries

xx Develop Sula tourism site

xx Rehabilitate Al Arais Pond in Malka area/Bani Kinana Province

xx Historic panorama project in Um Qais and Malka

xxDevelop festival for tourismand market them

xxxxxxxx Enhance role of VTCs, undertake survey to identify professional specializations,
 offer required specialisations in VTC programmes

xxxxxx Personally and professionally qualified women initative

 Innovative Jordanian labour market attractive to qualified Jordanian workers

Benefit from the skills of migrant workers

xxxxProduce a document for the innovators (success stories)

xxxxxxFuture Innovators" Competition

xxxxxx Establish an incubator for innovators

xxxxxx 'Innovation is Our Oath' initiative

xx"Nano Technology" Initiative

xxxxxxxxxx Focus on business skills in the universities and activate effective job counseling

xxxxxxxxPrograms to build capacities of workers in women's committees & youth clubs/
 centers

xxxxxxxx "Your Project Your Future" business incubator

xxxxxxxx 'Rural House' initiative

xxxxxxxx  'Way to the Future' initiative

xxxxxxxx  'My Project' initiative

xxxxxx "We Growth Together" National Quality Center

xxxxxxxx "Hand in Hand we Build Our Country" HR development & training centre

xx Diagnostic assessment of work of the local development committee

xx Draft institutionalization document for the local development committee

xx Build capacities of the local development committee members

xx Draft concept papers for all proposed initiatives

 Ceremony to launch the local development committee

xxxxxx Partnership building conference

 Draft "follow-up and assessment" system for the socio-economic development
strategy

11.2 Intersection Matrix of Governorate's Local Economic Development Strategy 
       Initiatives with Other National and Strategic Plan Initiatives
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12. Proposed Performance Indicators for "Follow-Up and Assessment"
      for the Governorate's Local Economic Development Strategy

12.1 Third Level Indicators (at the Vision's Level)

Governorate's Vision Impact Indicators 

"A Governorate that attracts investment in 
agricultural, industrial and tourism sectors and 
encourages entrepreneurship in businesses and 
empowerment for purposes of employment and 
reducing unemployment, in cooperation with 
development partners"

1. Volume of investment achieved 
2. Unemployment percentage 
3. Number of work opportunities created during 

the strategic implementation period

Strategic Objectives Strategic Performance Indicators 

Objective 
1

Expand agricultural technology and 
agricultural production

- % of growth in local workforce in the agricultural 
sector 

- Number of new agricultural projects 
implemented in the Governorate 

- Number of specialized training courses 
launched in managing productive agricultural 
products 

- Number of those qualified to work in the 
agricultural sector as a result of the courses

Objective 
2

Develop and diversify local 
industries 

- Volume of increase in craft industry sales 
- Degree of improvement in craftspeople 

capacities 

Objective 
3

Support activation of the tourism 
sector to create a promising tourism 
product and create job opportunities 

- % of growth in local workforce in the tourism 
sector 

- Annual number of tourists to the Governorate 
- Total tourism income for the Governorate 

12.2 Second Level Indicators (at the Strategic Goals Level)
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Strategic Objectives Strategic Performance Indicators 

Objective 
1

Educate and direct human resources 
to join vocational training and change 
society's views 

- Number of training courses offered to arm 
youth with skills required in the labour market 

- Number of those trained on those skills 
- Number of the youth trained who are employed 
- Increase in % of those enrolled in vocational 

training programs 
- Decrease in % of drop outs from vocational 

training programs 
- Satisfaction of business owners with graduates 

of vocational training programs 

Objective 
2

Enhance women's empowerment 
opportunities and their participation 
in the labour market 

- Number of young women employed after their 
training 

- Number of quality entrepreneurship training 
programs launched 

- Number of home production lines activated 

Objective 
3

Organize the labour market and 
migrant workers

- Awareness in the laws regulating work and the 
internal systems of the enterprises operating 
in the area 

- Number of productive project ideas launched 
for mutual benefit (Jordanians and Syrians) 

Objective 
1

Provide an appropriate environment 
support innovation in various phases 
of learning 

- Number of innovators discovered from among 
school students 

- Number of sponsored innovators 
- Degree of community awareness on concepts 

of innovation and innovative thinking 
- Number of innovative research undertaken in 

Nano technology field 
- Degree on improvement in business schools 

among university students 
- % of growth in school student's awareness 

of concepts of innovation and establishing 
businesses

Objective 
2

Activate the role of youth clubs and 
center's and women's committees 

- Degree of improvement in capacities of 
workers in civil society organizations to 
sponsor innovation and discover innovators
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Strategic Objectives Strategic Performance Indicators 

Objective 
1

Encourage the establishment of 
SMEs and improving existing ones to 
enhance competitiveness 

- Number of youth training on establishing, 
managing and marketing small projects 

- Number of new small projects in rural areas 
- Number of contributions by SMEs in providing 

job opportunities in the Governorate 

Objective 
2

Facilitate access to sources of 
funding 

- Number of grants offered to SMEs based on 
networking workshops 

- Launching the website to introduce existing 
small projects and market them 

Objective 
3

Create markets for SMEs and 
increase their ability to market 

- Number of small projects with a quality 
certificate as a result of the cooperation with 
the Quality Center 

- Number of those qualified in marketing 
through the Human Resources Development 
and Training Center 

Objective 
1

Create an institutional framework for 
the local development committee to 
guarantee sustainability 

- Readiness of the institutionalization document 
- Number of training programs implemented for 

the committee 
- Number of development partnerships with 

donor agencies entered into to fulfill the 
strategic initiatives 

- Degree of achievement in the committee's 
action plan 

- Number of initiatives implemented successfully 
- Number of indicators that showed improvement 

based on the strategic initiatives implemented 
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14. Appendices 

A. Participant Attendance Statements in Workshops to Draft Local Economic Development   
    Strategy  

Members of ILO’s Local Economic Development Committee - Irbid

PositionName

Irbid governor assistant for development affairsBassam Frihat

 Head of the development department for Irbid
governorateAhmad Nussair

Irbid governor assistant for development affairsMahmood Alsa’ad

Head of Agricultural Department/ IrbidAli Abu Nukta

Vocational Training Manager/north districtKhaled Irshidat

Director of Employment Department/ IrbidNabeeh Momani

Director of Labour Department/ IrbidHussain Alqura’an

West Irbid MayorIssam Shloul

 New Ramtha MayorIbraheem Saqqar

Hasan Industrial Zone DirectorIssam Mubaideen

Head of the organization departmentSalwa Naji

 Consultant for the Irida ProjectIbraheem Bany Melhem

 Director of Woman Studies center - Yarmouk UniversityAmenah Alkhasawneh

President of Irbid Chamber of CommerceFareed Alrousan

 Vise President of the Chamber of Industry/ IrbidAdnan Abdellatif

Princess Basma center directorFahmeyah Alazzam

 Investment monitoring officerFiras Alhayajneh

Director of public works department/ IrbidMowafaq Alzu’bi

Dean of the Faculty of Tourism and HotelsKhaled Magableh

Managing Editor of Aldustor newspaper/ north districtSuhaib Altal

Women's committees gathered rapporteurSuhaila Albashabsheh

Director of tourism department/ IrbidMasha’el Alkhasawneh

Vocational Training Center Manager/ IrbidAhmad Shatnawi

Director of the Agricultural Credit/ IrbidIbraheem Odeh

Local development unit officerIssam Frietikh

Cooperation ManagerAbdullah Yaqoub
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B . Aspects of Exercises and Participation in Workshops to Draft Local Economic 
    Development Strategy  
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C . Reference Comparisons Consulted and Used as Guidance During Workshops to Draft 
     Local Economic Development Strategy 

1- Reference Comparisons of Similar Strategies

Vision 

Irbid Governorate 
Vision 

2007-2012

"Irbid center of economic development in the north with an investment 
environment that creates job opportunities and enhances productivity based 
on an advanced infrastructure and knowledge, a clean environment, and 
qualified human resources"

Kerak Governorate 
Vision

2007-2012

"Economy with prosperous touristic, industrial and agricultural sectors and 
investment environment that creates opportunities and enhances productivity, 
supported by an advanced infrastructure and qualified human resources "

Arab Governorate 
Vision 

2013-2020
"Aqaba Governorate as a model of community work and economic prosperity" 

National Agenda
2006-2015

"Improve the quality of life of Jordanian citizens through improving standards 
of living, providing social prosperity and security and creating new job 
opportunities"

National Employment 
Strategy 

2011-2020

"Improve the standard of living of Jordanians through increasing employment, 
wages, benefits and productivity"

National 
Entrepreneurship 

Strategy 
2014-2018 

"Create a conducive environment for SMEs to growth and for entrepreneurship 
to prosper in all urban and rural areas to contribute to creating job opportunities, 
reviving the economic resources and achieving socio-economic prosperity"

Ajman Plan 
2021 

"Happy community that contributes to building a green economy, motivated by 
a distinguished government in harmony with the spirit of unity"

Local Economic 
Development Plan for 
the British Bracknell 

Province
2011-2014

"The province becomes an excellent place to live and work where sustainable 
economic prosperity is achieved through innovative and dynamic partnerships 
between the companies and local communities"
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2- Reference Comparisons of Basic Guiding Principles for Similar Strategies 

Basic Guiding Principles

Irbid Governorate 
Economic 

Development Strategy 
2007-2012

• Economic center based on necessary knowledge 
• Motivating and supportive decentralized decisions to enhance productivity 
• Develop the agricultural, tourism and support services sectors with high 

added value 
• Advanced infrastructure and qualified human resources 
•  Job creating investment environment 
•  Clean environment and renewable energy

Community 
Development Strategic 

Plan for Aqaba 
Governorate 

2013-2020 

• Participatory approach and empowerment: activate the principle of 
applying the participatory approach which enhance the principle of group 
work, effective participation, assuming responsibility and the ideal use of 
resources 

• Positive work environment: Work to creative a positive work environment 
in Aqaba by providing job opportunities aligned with market needs without 
contradicting with the systems of moral values, customs and traditions 
prevalent in the region. 

• Commitment and responsibility: Take the initiative and the importance of 
feeling responsible when undertaking duties and work. 

• Loyalty and integrity: Genuine sense of loyalty and doing the right thing 
for developing the local community 

UNDP Project to 
Reduce Impact of 

Syrian Refugee Crisis 
in Jordanian Host 

Communities

•  Participation 
•  Ownership, accountability, transparency
•  Capacity building, gender equality, sustainability 
•  Commonalities among the sectors 
•  Supporting policy making 
•  Women and youth empowerment
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National Agenda Dimensions

At the same time, maintain commitment to financial discipline 

Government and policies 

Social 
prosperity & 

security 

Living 
standards 

Income making 
opportunities 

Prosperity

Basic rights & 
freedoms 

Services, 
infrastructure, 

economic sectors 

–  Financial discipline  
–  international political stability
– administrative reform  
  –  judicial development
– accountability
– transparency 

– Appropriate worker policies
– Quality vocational training
– workforce support
– increase economic competitiveness 
– freedom of capital movement
– remove commercial obstacles 
– encourage startup companies
– support SMEs
– quality education

– Appropriate worker policies
– safe and efficient transport network 
– ideal use of water
– sustainable agriculture 
– economically feasible energy
– opportunity to use ITC technology
– enhance industry
– advanced financial services  

– Social participation
– free and responsible media sector
– political development and engagement
– religious freedom
– support for the unemployed 
– equality before the law
– access to healthcare
– minimum wage
– maximum work hours
– freedom of association
– safety of persons and property
– environmental sustainability
– freedom of expression
– citizenship rights  

National Agenda 
2006-2015
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Basic Guiding Principles

Vision 2025

• Compliance with the Law 
• Selection based on merit 
• Institutionalization 
• Participation 
• Sustainability 
• Distinction
• Competitiveness 

Ajman Government 
Strategy  

2021

•  Alignment and complementarity with other national strategies 
•  Partnership with the private sector 
•  Social prosperity achievement 
•  Effectiveness, efficiency and objectivity of legislation 
•  Institutional distinction 
•  Transparency, integrity and good governance 
•  Developing human capacities

Practical Guide 
for Post-Crisis 

Local Economic 
Development 

ILO

•   Participation and social dialogue 
•   Partnership between the private and public sectors 
•   Sustainable growth 
•   Social cohesion 
•   Encouraging participation in decision making 
•   Enhance institutionalization operations 
•  Innovation and creativity 
•  Alleviation of poverty severity 
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Strategic Themes

National 
Agenda

Millennium 
Development 

Goals

Fifth Main 
Theme 

Infrastructure 

Third Main 
Theme 

Health

Poverty

Social 
Prosperity

Fourth Main 
Theme 

Schools & 
Universities

Youth &
 Culture

Education & 
Innovation

Second Main 
Theme 

Human 
resources 

Unemployment

Women

Support 
employment 
&vocational 

training 

First Main
Theme 

First
Sub
Theme 

Second
Sub 
Theme 

Third
Sub 
Theme 

Fourth
Sub
Theme 

Official 
entities

Tourism

Commerce

Agriculture and 
livestock 

Entrench 
investment & 
development 

National Agenda Themes

1. Eliminate extreme poverty and hunger 

2. Popularize basic education

3. Enhance gender equality and women empowerment 

4. Reduce infant mortality

5. Improve maternal health 

6. Combat AIDS, malaria, and other diseases 

7. Guarantee environmental sustainability 

8. Build international partnership for development 

3- Reference Comparisons for Strategic Themes of Similar Strategies
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Strategic Themes

Vision 2025

Aqaba 
Governorate 

Strategy 
2013-2020

UN Action 
Framework of 
Assistance in 
the Hashemite 

Kingdom of 
Jordan 

2015-2017 

Theme One: Direct Resources 

Theme Two: Empowerment and training 

Theme Three: Complementarity of roles and responsibilities 

Theme Four: Ease of proposal and implementation 

Theme One: Enhance powers of regulations

Theme Two: Achieve social equity 

Theme Three: Social services of a fair quality 

Theme Four: Investment in youth 

Theme Five: Environmental protection 

These Six: Response to refugees 
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Strategic Themes

Jordan's Syria Crisis 
Response Plan

1- Maintain the improvement of food security levels to save the lives of many, 
provide sources of living, enable adaptation to the impact of the Syrian crisis 
and recovering from it  

UNDP Project to 
Alleviate Impact 

of Syrian Refugee 
Crisis in Jordanian 
Host Communities 

UN Action 
Framework of 

Assistance in the 
Hashemite Kingdom 

of Jordan 
2015-2017

1- Draft the necessary policies and mechanisms for the effective participation of 
youth, male and female, in social, cultural, economic and political life

 
2- Protect refugees, offer humanitarian assistance and work with refugee host 

communities to alleviate the impact of the Syrian crisis

National 
Employment Plan 

2011-2020

1- Prepare qualified and motivated Jordanian workforce to join the labour 
market and fulfill its requirements 

2- Enable the private sector to increase growth in productivity and create better 
job opportunities for Jordanians 

National 
Entrepreneurship 

Plan 
2014-2018 

1- Enhance the creation of job opportunities and income generation through 
encouraging the entry of startup companies and improving the growth 
of existing SMEs to increase the contribution of the SMEs sector to the 
Jordanian economy

4- Reference Comparison for Strategic Objectives of Similar Strategies 

1st 

Component: 
Increase 
educational 
level of
Aqaba 
residents  

3rd 

Component: 
Develop 
agriculture 
and livestock 
in the area 

6th

Component: 
Enhance 
healthcare 
services 

4th 

Component: 
Strengthen 
local 
community 
organizations 

7th

Component: 
Manage and 
implement 
the plan 
effectively 

2nd 

Component: 
Reduce 
unemployment 
and increase 
diversity 
of income 
sources 

5th
 
Component: 
Build and 
maintain 
communitys 
basic 
infrastructure 

St
ra

te
gi

c
 O

bj
ec

tiv
es

 

Aqaba Governorate 
Strategy 

2013-2020

Strategic Objective: Respond to the urgent needs of those impacted by the 
crisis, especially host communities, in an effective manner  
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Reference Comparisons 

Irbid Governorate 
Strategy 

5- Reference Comparisons for Strategic Goals of Similar Strategies

Launch an 
awareness and 
guidance media 
agenda to 
entrench 
the concept 
of productivity 
and economic 
development  

Enhance and 
support academic 
research and 
improve its 
methodologies 
to benefit from 
its outputs in 
developing the 
agricultural, 
tourism, education 
and industry 
sectors   

Launch an Establish 
an economic council 
that plans, follows-
up and monitors the 
process of economic 
development to 
create a supportive 
environment to 
enhance productivity 
and create job 
opportunities   

Create and implement 
a mechanisms 
guaranteeing and 
developing human 
resource and 
institutional skills 
and capacities 
and preparing 
distinguished 
entrepreneurial 
models that support 
the investment and 
economic environment  

St
ra

te
gi

c 
G

oa
ls

 

1st 
Component: 
Increase 
educational level 
of Aqaba residents  

2nd  Component: 
Reduce 
unemployment 
and increase 
diversity of income 
sources 

3rd 
Component: 
Develop 
agriculture and 
livestock in the 
area 

4th
Component: 
Strengthen 
local community 
organizations 

5th
Component: Build 
and maintain 
community's basic 
infrastructure 

6th
Component: 
Enhance 
healthcare 
services 

7th
Component: 
Manage and 
implement the plan 
effectively 

7.1 Periodically 
apply systems 
of follow up and 
assessment 

4.1 Build 
institutional 
capacities of 
local community 
organizations    

2.1 Touristic 
promotion of area 
(Aqaba, Qweira & 
Wadi Araba)    

1.1 Raise awareness 
on importance of 
education and its 
role in community 
development and 
income improvement  

3.1 Expand use 
of agricultural 
technology and 
agricultural 
production    

6.1 Raise health 
awareness in the 
area 

5.1 Rehabilitate 
and reform 
community 
infrastructure

7.2 Create, 
sustain and 
update databases 
for the area in 
cooperation with 
all stakeholders  

4.2 Attract 
financing 
to support 
community 
development 

2.2 Improve 
vocational 
training 
programs and 
link to labour 
market needs 

1.2 Reduce 
illiteracy in all 
areas   

3.2 Develop 
livestock and 
dairy production 
in the area    

4.4 Establish 
women's projects 
and employment 
development 
groups 

2.4 Improve local 
level marketing    

1.4 Increase % 
of high school 
graduates for 
residents over 15    

6.2 Improve 
quality of health 
services offered 
in rural areas 

5.2 Establish and 
activate financial 
and banking 
services in rural 
areas    

7.3 Organize 
periodic meetings 
with stakeholders 
and engage them 
in decision making  

4.3 Expand use 
of rural credit 

2.3 Develop 
small projects in 
the area    

1.3 Improve 
quality of basic 
education

4.5 Cultural 
Development 
and creativity 
sponsorship    

2.5 Create new 
job opportunities 
for university 
students    

1.5 Improve 
means of access 
to universities 
for all males and 
females in the 
Governorate

6.3 Offer care 
and rehabilitation 
services for 
persons with 
special needs    

St
ra

te
gi

c 
O

bj
ec

tiv
es

  
St

ra
te

gi
c

 G
oa

ls
 

Aqaba Governorate 
Strategy 

2013-2020 
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Reference Comparisons 

UNDP Project 
to Alleviate 
Impact of 

Syrian Refugee 
Crisis in 

Jordanian Host 
Communities

Jordan's 
National Vision 

an Strategy 
2025

Intersecting Strategic Goals 
Intersecting 

Strategic 
Themes

Build a skills and motivated workforce armed with the 
skills required for the job market Goal (1)

Employment

Develop employment and career counselling services 
and change the work culture Goal (2)

Make migrant workers complementary to Jordanian 
workforce and not an alternative Goal (3) 

Support training and employment opportunities for 
residents of vulnerable, rural and low investment areas Goal (4) 

Develop labour market information Goal (5) 

Support equality in labour right between the public and 
private sectors Goal (6) 

Reduce negative impact of migration of qualified persons Goal (7) 

Reduce unregulated workforce Goal (8) 

Strategic Objective: 
Respond to the urgent needs of those impacted by the crisis, especially host 
communities, in an effective manner   

Strategic Goal 1:
Create job opportunities 
and economic initiatives for 
Jordanians in host communities 

Strategic Goal 2:
Improve local economic 
development through growth and 
development of SME capacities  
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Reference Comparisons 

Jordan's 
National Vision 

an Strategy 
2025

Intersecting Strategic Goals 
Intersecting 

Strategic 
Themes

Enhance SMEs competitiveness, increase women's 
participation in them and encourage start-up companies Goal (1)

SMEs and 
Entrepreneurship 

Provide support to SMEs and enhance their chances of 
accessing financing and various financial and banking 
services 

Goal (2)

Create markets for SMEs locally and increase their ability 
to export Goal (3) 

Create a general framework for cultural and creative 
industry policies to enhance and expand the scope of 
their activities 

Goal (4) 

Narrow the gap between education and vocational 
training outputs and market needs, and align with the 
education and employment strategies 

Goal (5) 

Enhance local capacities in academic research and 
innovation Goal (6) 

Create a general framework for creativity industry 
policies Goal (7) 

Issue a decentralization law and draft a national strategy 
and national plan to implement Decentralization Law 
applications and the ensuing reforms 

Goal (1)

Decentralization
Education

Expand the network of vocational training and 
encouraging enrolment Goal (2)

Enhance alignment between educational activities and 
labour market needs Goal (3) 
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Reference Comparisons 

Jordan's Syrian 
Crisis Response 

Plan 

4- Create better and more work opportunities for vulnerable groups of women and 
youth males and females 

5- Revive the local economy in the areas most affected by the crisis to provide 
sustainable and income generating job opportunities 

UN Action 
Framework of 
Assistance in 
the Hashemite 

Kingdom of 
Jordan 

2015-2017

1- Goal 4.2: Develop youth capacities and train them for employment purposes 
2- Goal 6.2: Assist host communities to reduce the impact of the Syrian refugee 

crisis on Jordan

National 
Employment Plan 

2011-2020

3- Develop the quality of outputs of the education, higher education and 
vocational training system 

4- Increase participation rate sin the labour market 
5- Organize migrant workers and benefit from migrant minds 
6- Direct investment policies and employment programs towards increase job 

opportunities available to Jordanians 

National 
Entrepreneurship 

Plan 
2014-2018 

2- Increase rate of establishing new companies to include youth and women 
3- Increase percentage of innovative SMEs with high growth 
4- Increase the number of productive SMEs benefitting from the development and 

quality improvement programs to compete in local and international markets 
5- Facilitate access to financing and comprehensive services to develop business 

in all the governorates 

National 
Vocational 

Training Plan

- Restructure the institutional framework and institutions supporting employment 
and vocational training 

- Encourage gradual replacement of foreign workers 

VTC Strategic 
Plan

1. Respond to market and community requirements  with guaranteed and 
sustainable quality 

2. Develop a vocational training system that is responsive, connected, qualified, 
effective, accountable, sustainable and quality controlled 

3. Increase participation of public and private sectors and civil society 
organizations in the VTCs work 

4. Guarantee training opportunities to achieve greater participation of women in 
the labour market  
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National Plans Proposed Initiatives 

Jordan's Syrian 
Crisis Response 

Plan

• Create short term job opportunities for affected Jordanian families in host 
communities 

• Training courses on business skills and professional skills (apprenticeship) 
• Assess the development of Employment Directorates and VTCs and build the 

capacities of their employees to develop better training curricula and provide 
effective career counseling services 

• Improve labour market administration and compliance to national work criteria, 
in parallel with the Ministry of Labour 

• Support the establishment and growth of micro, small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) targeting vulnerable Jordanian families by offering grants, providing 
training courses, and convening conferences and introductory meetings 

• Draft policies to regulate the informal labour market  
• Facilitate the local economic development based on participation and 

partnership between the public and private sectors 
• Support the establishment of cooperatives and societies to enhance local 

economic activities and social cohesion in host communities 
• Rehabilitate economic and social infrastructure 
• Support agriculture and livelihoods based on livestock through home 

agriculture, agricultural manufacturing and marketing 

Irbid Governorate 
Development 

Program

• Training and employment program for ICR graduates 
• Training programs in fuel, restaurant and textile sectors and improve the 

working environment in those sectors 
• Develop programs and curricula of vocational training 
• Small grants project and micro financing project 
• Institutional building support for agricultural cooperatives 

D . Initiatives proposed in intersecting national plans and existing projects consulted when 
drafting executive action plan initiatives
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National Plans Proposed Initiatives 

ILO

• Design and provide the business programs and vocational training required by 
the labour market 

• Facilitate provision of permanent job opportunities through job recommendation 
and field training 

• Build capacities of Employment Directorate and VTC staff to develop better 
training curricula and provide effective services in career counseling processes 

• Offer a host of support services for start-up companies (means and grants) 
• Support SMEs with advanced skill courses and access to financing to guarantee 

sustainability and expand their scope of operation 
• Enhance coordination among effective entities in the development of SMEs 

including financial service provides, business development services provides, 
and government entities, and programs to facilitate information exchange as 
well as SME access to services 

• Build local community capacities to update economic and social plans, 
encourage innovation, draft agreements between the public and private sectors 
to enhance the provision of basic services and create job opportunities 

Vocational 
Training National 

Plan 
2014-2020 

• Review all vocational training programs existing by 2020 and amend them 
• Support every program or group of programs by an advisory team of industry 

representatives to share in a number of interventions that relate to program 
design, development, assessment and review 

• Develop 100% of the new programs as a result of explicit requests by the 
industry, and build professional criteria as well as other adopted international 
industry criteria 

• Design courses to empower unemployed youth to start small commercial 
business from home 

• Enhance attractiveness of vocational training 
• Increase comprehensiveness of the vocational training system for women, 

youth and disabled persons 
• Apprenticeship programs designed to enhance job opportunities for women 
• Effective career counseling services for students and provide students with job 

searching skills 
• Allow foreigners to start their own projects on condition Jordanians are 

appointed in those projects 
• Employ qualified and experienced refugees to benefit from their experience 
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National Plans Proposed Initiatives 

National 
Entrepreneurship 

Plan 

• Design awareness programs on entrepreneurship in the governorates in 
cooperation with universities and organizations 

• Include "entrepreneurship" in basic school curricula in the primary, secondary, 
vocational and university teaching systems 

• Encourage building entrepreneurship centers in universities to enhance the 
spirit as an option for students and provide information and counseling services 
for fresh graduates 

• Develop and offer programs to update and develop SMEs to enhance 
productivity and growth 

• Provide the necessary financing to enable more SMEs to participate in 
administrative training programs   

• Establish Business Development Units in the governorates to provide a unified 
platform for information and advisory services

• Increase the number of incubators 
• Offer seed grants for youth and women entrepreneurs who have a difficulty 

in accessing financing from the banks due to a lack of a credit history and 
guarantees

• Offer support to enable SMEs with high growth to identify available opportunities 
in export markets and exploit these opportunities 
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Other Development Projects Donor Agencies 

• Project to fulfill immediate development needs in communities 
hosting refugees Canadian Government 

• Emergency Services Project and Social Response Program World Bank 

• Women's Political and Economic Development Project UN Women and EU

• Empowering rural women in Mafraq Governorate through Um 
Al Jmal site administration and maintaining it as an income 
generating activity 

UNESCO
UN Women

• World Bank Credit Fund project to provide grants to Jordanian 
municipalities hosting the largest number of Syrian refugees United Kingdom+ DFID

• Project to create jobs in the water and energy sector GIZ

• Project to activate and expand employment and career 
counseling services and regulations 

JICA 

• Project to support VTCs 

• Better Work Program USAID+ ILO

• Jordanian Canadian Partnership Project to Empower Youth and 
Employment 

Canadian Government + Ministry 
of Education + Ministry of Higher 

Education  

• Small projects assistance project USAID

• Jordan's Competitive Project USAID

• Sustainable Credit Facilities Project EU

• Local Enterprise Support Project USAID
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For more information, contact:

International Labour Organization 
Regional Office for the Arab States 
Aresco Center, Justinien Street, Kantari
P.O.Box 114088- Riad El Solh 1107 - 2150
Beirut – Lebanon
Tel: +961 - 1 - 752400
Fax: +961 - 1 - 752405
Email: beirut@ilo.org
Website: www.ilo.org/arabstates
Follow ILO in Arab States on Twitter: @iloarabstates


